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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this project is to create a Computer­
Assisted Instruction Program (CAI) and to demonstrate the
necessary steps to be taken in constructing the program. All the
procedures and software which are used in the program
construction phases will also be described. the course of
Pneumatics which is taught to the marine engineering cadets at
the Merchant Marine Training Centre, Thailand, is chosen as an
example. The componept names, symbols, color illustrations,
simulated movementsand descriptive principles are displayed as
frames on the screen. Lesson selection can be made via a Menu
System which is convenient to access. Self-evaluation is given at
the end of the study by means of questions. The result is
reported and recorded on the hard drive after the completion of
exercise.
The advantages of the program are that students can
spend their time on computers to explore the lessons which have
already been taught or will be taught in the near future without
the assistance of the instructors and that the lessons can be
repeated whenever a student requests. In a subject matter which
contains a high level of complexity that requires repeated
explanation. the CA1 will do the monotonous work for the
instructor.
The limitation in producing the CA1 is that this
program executed in graphic mode; occupies approximately 2
Megabytesof disk space; therefore, it is too large to store in a
diskette. The time responded to the student keyboard control is
to long but this can be remedied by using the higher speed
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Overview
It is widely known throughout the world that the
computer is a high technology tool that is very useful in various
fields such as in industry, military, commerce, medicine,
engineering, transportation, space exploration and even in
education. Computers can help people to do various tasks quickly,
promptly and accurately. Keeping and maintaining a great deal of
data and information with no limitation on its size nowseems to
be a simple task. Not only in education has the computer played
an important role but also in every household. It is becoming
part of our lives in manyforms, as both children and adults are
trying to use the computer in every possible way.
when the demand for the use of computer increases,
computer literacy is consequently expanding from higher education
to lower levels - in other words, computer education spreads from
the university down to the primary school level. Nowadays most
families encourage their children to start learning the computer
earlier in order to have a good background prior to their higher
education. It is also widely accepted that having a good
background in computers can mean better job prospects. To study
the computer is not only to learn how to write a program;
emphasis should also be placed on what computers can do and what
benefit can be obtained.
Technological developments'bf the maritime field has
been increasing rapidly with widespread use of computers on board
sea-going vessels. These development includes such things as the
Integrated Monitoring and Alarm System. the Automatic Engine
Remote Control System, the Automatic Radar Plotting Aid(ARPA),
Engine Room Bridge Control, GMDSS satellite communication
equipment, the Satellite Navigation Device(Satnav) etc.
Therefore, it is important for the officers on board these
vessels to be familiar with such equipment and software.
Computer-Assisted Instruction(CAI) is one of the most
effective waysof learning difficult and complicated subjects for
which someparts require repeated explanation by the instructor.
The students can spend their free time learning and practicing
the material which they could not understand from the classroom
lecture as many times as they need to without the aid of an
instructor. Most CAI programs can present both texts and graphics
such as piping arrangement, electrical circuits, engine
components, and so on.
1.2 Objectives of the Research
1) to produce CAI software for remedial or free time
study in the Introduction to Pneumatics course taught
to the first year engineering and nautical cadets at
the Merchant Marine Training Centre, Thailand.
2) to maximize the extensive use of already-existing
microcomputers.
3) to promote computer familiarization for both cadets and
teaching staff.
1.3 Extent of the Research
The CAI software which is written to supplement this0-‘ xi
project requires an IBMor an IBMCompatible computer.
2 \/ Computer languages and software packages used in this




3) This program is constructeg according to convenient,
economic, and easy-to-modified principles.
1.4 Benefits Expected
1) To serve as an guide for creating other CAI software
for another subjects/courses.
2) To be used as interactive teaching media which will
efficiently communicatewith the students.
3) The students can study the subject any time they want



















without the competitive pressures of the classroom.
requires less time and less expense.
Hardware Requirement
An IBM PC or compatible with base memory (RAM) of not
less than 640 kilobytes. No extended or expanded memory
is required.




resolution graphics. resolution for
is at 640 x 480 dots with 16 color
whichgives the best result for displaying either texts
The display
or graphics.
A hard disk drive is strongly recommended.
Approximately 2.2 Megabytes of disk space should also
be available for the program.
Software Requirement
DOS3.3 or higher version is strongly recommended.
RAMor memorysize left for executable file should be
more than approximately 560 kilobytes. Use DOScommand





Insert Pneumatics diskette into drive A:
Switch on the computer
You will be asked to use the default directory name or





Note that it takes a
pneumatics program copied onto
After the
program is automatically executed.
few minutes to decompress the file namely PNEUMATI.ZIP
from the PNEUMATICSdiskette to a hard disk.
Ll1LZ_,mangal.installation
Insert Pneumatics diskette into drive A:
At "A" prompt, type INSIALL and press ENTER
A>INSTALL and press ENTER
3
$1 You will be asked to use the default directory name or
to create you owndirectory.
4) The. pneumatics program will be copied onto that
directory. After the installation is completed, the
program is automatically executed. Note that it takes a
few minutes to decompress the file_namely PNEUMATI.ZIP
from the PNEUMATICSdiskette to a hard disk.
5) when one wants to run the program the next time, first
change the drive and subdirectory where pneumatic files
are located. Then type oheumati and press ENTER.
A>c: and press ENTER
C>CD PNEUMAand press ENTER
C>RNEUMATI and press ENTER
6
. If the program can not run and the message "You need
more‘memoryto run this story" is displayed, you might
have used your memory for some resident programs that
are still on the memory. This makes the memory too
small for running the Pneumatics program. Release them
from the memory and the program should run
successfully.
1.8 Brief about the MMTC
The Merchant Marine Training Centre (MMTC) is at
present situated on the Chao Praya River bank in Samut Prakarn,
Thailand. It was founded in 1971 by the Harbour Department,
Ministry of Transport and Communications under the implementation
of the MMTCproject. The inaugural three-year course was an
experiment to train 19 cadets (11 nautical and 8 engineering
cadets). The first group of MMTCgraduates proved to be
sufficiently qualified for ship’s officers; therefore, the
Harbour Department decided to introduce a five-year training
course, of which three years (the first, second and fourth years)
were devoted to theoretical studies at the centre and two years
(the third and fifth years) to the practical training at sea on
board sea-going vessels. The annual intake was 20 cadets (10
cadets for each department). In 1978, the MMTCwas officially
proclaimed to be founded permanently by a resolution of the
National Executive Council.
The demand for Thai ship officers from both Thai and
foreign shipping companies increased steadily and consequently
the annual intake rose to 32 cadets (15 nautical, 13 engineering
department) in 1982, to 40 cadets (20 for each department) in
1983, to 80 cadets (50 nautical and 30 engineering department) in
1988, and to 100 cadets (60 nautical and 40 engineering) in 1989.
1.8.1 The Objectives of the MMTC
1) To train all levels of seafarers to meet higher
standards and to fulfill the manpowerrequirements of
the Thai merchant fleet.
2) To encourage qualified Thai seamen to work on board
foreign sea-going vessels.
3) To serve the shore—basedshipping industry in the field
of marine engineering.
1.8.2 Functions and Responsibilities
The MMTCis the only institution in Thailand which is
solely responsible for training marine cadets and ratings who
will, at the completion of the course, work on board merchant
sea-going vessels according to the International Convention on
Standards of Training, Certification and watchkeeping for
Seafarers (STCN), 1978.
The MMTC,under the administration of the Harbour
Department, is divided into 2 main departments, 4 sections and 1
training vessel unit. The organizaton chart of the MMTCis
illustrated in Figure 1. The MMTCis divided into sections as
follows:
1) Nautical Science Section
- Planning of syllabus and carrying out instruction
in navigation
- Providing practical training in navigation
2) Marine Engineering Section
- Planning of syllabus and carrying out instruction
in marine engineering
- Providing practical training in marine engineering_
3) Education Service Section
General administration and clerical work
- Maintenance of student record
Evaluation of teaching
- Preparation on teaching aids
FAINISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONSI
I HARBOURDEPARTMEN”
I MERCHANT MARINE TRAINING CENTRE I
. NAUTICAL SCIENCE MARINE ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT DEPARTMENT
GENERAL EDUCATDN EDUCATION SERVICE
SECHON SECWON
TRAININGVESSEL GOVERNING S PRACTICAL
UNIT TRAINING SECTION
Fig. 1.1 Organization of the MMTC
- Coordinating with other institutions
- Library service
4) General Education Section
- Planning of syllabus and carrying out instruction
on general studies
—Providing theoretical training in general subjects
5) Governing & Practical Training Section
- Improvingpersonality and responsibility
- Introducing seamen’s discipline
- Providing physical education and practice
- Arranging practical training which is not under
the responsibility of any other section
6) Training Vessel Unit
- Providing pre-sea training on board the following
vessels
M.V. VISUD SAKORN1089 Gross Tonnage
M.V. PAYOOHARAK131.26 Gross Tonnage
CHAPTER 2 COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
2.1 Computer Literacy
Computer literacy maybe seen as having three different
components: knowledge about computers, knowledge of computer
applications, and knowledge about social issues related to
computers.
2.1.1 Knowledge about Computers
Instruction and working principle in the operation with
the computer is the basic knowledge about computer that students
should have. Students must have good understanding of the
computer's components, how to switch the computer on and off, how
to manage with DOS (Disk Operating System) and how to load a
program. Some instruction in basic keyboard is necessary, and
also students should have a general knowledge of how a computer
program works.
2.1.2 Knowledgeof Applications
Applications refers to software which is designed to
perform some specific task. The most commonapplications taught
in schools today are word processing, database, and spreadsheet.
Other applications include the use of hardware such as a
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) or a Numerical Computer
Numerical Control (CNC), and robots are also available in many
engineering schools. These applications are all examples of the
uses of computer technology in real life. The more a student
learns how to use them, the more understanding he gains of their
principles, capabilities, and limitations.
2.1.3 Other Sources of KnowledgeRelated to Computers
Promoting the use of computers does not end in
classroom; one should also keep up-to-date with the rapid changes
in computer hardware and software technology. Reading computer
books and magazines is the best way to‘ keep informed of the
advances in computer technology.
2.2 Computers in Education
Computers are becoming a more and more important
resource in education. However, the investments made in computers
will be beneficial only if students regularly use computers as
tools in their normal work. Nowmicrocomputers make it possible
for individual students to control their own learning through
Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) programs. The first CA1
DF09Fam. USin9 linear programming, was developed by Rath,
Anderson, and Brainerd in 1958 (B.H. Choppin, 1983).
Since 1975 a large number of colleges and universities
have adopted microcomputers for use in the classrooms (P.G.
Buttedahl, 1983). The purpose in education use is to provide
students with programmingskills as well as with instruction in
additional subjects ranging from accounting and book keeping to
music composition.
Although computers are effective tools which can help
teachers to do a great deal of their work, there are still some
pitfalls that should not be overlooked such as
—inappropriate approach to computer usage
- underutilization of computerfacilities
—procurement procedures for computers.
Appropriateness should be considered when introducing
computers into classes. Some activities do not require any
interaction and run in sequence. Video tape is the better choice
for such activities, since it can present real life pictures in
motion accompanied by sounds. High performance computers can be
used to function as a video, but the investment with respect to
time and money is much higher. A computer may bring only boredom
to a student whosits in front of it(put rarely has a chance to
press the keyboard. Computers are good teaching aids when a
lesson contains interaction and complexity.
Most computer facilities in schools are used according
to regular schedules. The computer facilities in developing
countries are considered expensive and they are difficult to
obtain for small schools. Restrictive rules and timetables for
both students and teachers can lead to computer room
underutilization.
Most governmental and some private institutions have
their own procurement procedures to provide a computer room or to
buy new sets. Some procedures such as bid announcement, bidding,
signing a contract, installation, inspection, and handing over
can take a very long time. By the time the students can use the
Computers. they may be nearly outdated because of the rapid
development of computer hardware_
2.3 Basic ComputerPrinciples
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Fig. 2.1 Basic Computer Principles
The Central Processing Unit (CPU), which is widely
known as the Microprocessor, is the heart of the computer. It
processes information that is read from the Input Unit such as a
keyboard, mouse, etc. or that is retrieved from the Storage Unit
such as a floppy disk, hard disk, etc. It also receives
instructions or what is called a computer program and stores them
into the memory, Random Access Memory (RAM), and sends the
information which is to be calculated to the Arithmetic and Logic
Unit to perform the requested calculation and decision-making.
The Control Unit, which acts as a manager, allocates the area in
the memory to store the data which has been processed by the
10
Arithmetic and Logic Unit. when requested, it sends them to the
Output Unit to be displayed on the monitor or to the Storage Unit
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Fig. 2.2 Keyboard Block Diagram
One of the data entry devices which is widely used in
the microcomputer is known as the keyboard. The typical one will
have a standard 101 keys - an alphanumeric keypad, a numeric
keypad, arrow keys which are used to move the Cursor, a blinking
underline character which is prompted on the screen for the next
character input, to the desired position. There are also special
function keys which can be programmed to instruct the computer to
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Fig. 2.3 Mouse Block Diagram
A mouse is another input device, the mouse was
initially used with graphic software such as Computer-Aided
Design (CAD)packages, and painting programs to create drawings or
graphic images on the computer screen. Using a mouse to move the
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graphical cursor - often a small arrow or crosshair - is much
faSt9r than m0Vin9arrow keys on the keyboard; therefore, it is
preferable amonggraphics users. Today the mouse is not only used
with graphics but 3150 in many other applications such as
spreadsheet (e.g. Ouattro version 3.0), some word processing
programs (e.g. word Perfect version 5.1 and word Star version
7.0), and many others. it is now also becoming a standard device
that comes with the most computers.
2.3.1.3 Trackball
TRRCKBALL
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Fig. 2.4 Trackball Block Diagram
A trackball is graphic data input device that works
like a mouse but it is generally equipped with a special type of
keyboard. It does not require as much room as a mouse in moving
around a desk but it offers the same functions. All trackballs
have at least 150 dpi (dots per inch) resolution. In general, the
larger the trackball, the better the response to the movement.
Trackballs are very useful tools with Laptops or portables where
there is limited space.
2.3.1.4 Digitizer
DIGITIZER
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Fig. 2.5 Trackball Block Diagram
A digitizer is a graphical data entry-device which is
12
used to input graphic data to the computer. It comes with a
digitizing pen and an electronic board. As with a pen and a piece
of paper, all pictures can be drawn freely by hand. It is
expensive but necessary for engineering software such as
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Fig. 2.6 Scanner Block Diagram
A scanner is used to digitize or simply to convert
graphic pictures into data which is used by the computer.
Optical-Character Recognition (OCR) software can be used to
translate texts into readable format. These are scanned into the
computer, in a form that word processing programs can read
without wasting time for retyping. Scanners come in two types ­
one is the full page scanner and the other is the hand scanner.
2.3.2 Input & Output Devices
2.3.2.1 Video Capture Device
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fig. 2.7 Video Capture Device Block Diagram
This is a new technology which has become a powerful
tool in image processing for special effects in movie making, art
work and desktop publishing. The video camera, as an input
13
device. is connected to the computer via a video capture board
which translate frames of pictures into the graphics file which
can be altered later on.
2.3.2.2 Audiodevice interface
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Fig. 2.8 Audio Device Interface Block Diagram
This type of device acts as both an input and output
(I/0 for short)*unit. If it is installed in your system, you are
able to digitize sound from many sources such as a microphone, a
radio-cassette, a CD-ROM,a music synthesizer or a MIDI (Musical
Instrument Data Interchange) instrument. Most simulation
programs, educational games, and multimedia software make use of
these devices to make you feel like you are in the real world.
2.3.2.3 Touch screen monitor
TOUCH SCREEN TOUCH SCREEN
MONITOR HONITOR
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Fig. 2.9 Touch Screen Block Diagram
Utilizing the latest surface acoustic wave technology,
this device consists of a transparent polyester coversheet over a
flat-glass screen of a 14-inch VGAmonitor. The same screen can
be used to display data and information as an output and
simultaneously it can be used to receive the wave signal
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generated when the screen is touched by a finger or other soft­
pointing object at the already-programmedlocation.
2.3.3 Output Devices
2.3.3.1 Monochrome monitor (MDAmonitor)
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Fig. 2.10 MonochromeMonitor Block Diagram
A monochromemonitor is a one-color monitor, usually a
green-colored screen, with the resolution of 720 X 200 dots which
is sharp enough to display graphics. It is suitable for word
processing. database and spreadsheet programs.
2.3.3.2 Color Graphic Monitor (CGAmonitor)
CGH HONITOR
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Fig. 2.11 CGAMonitor Block Diagram
This type of monitor can display black, white, red,
blue and green colors. Its resolution is of 320 X 200 dots which
is too low to produce quality pictures. It is suitable for word
processing, database, spreadsheet, games and some kinds of
graphics programs that do not require high resolution and
multiple colors.
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2.3.3.3 Enhanced Graphic Monitor (EGAmonitor)
EGA HONITOR
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Fig. 2.12 EGAMonitor Block Diagram
An Enhanced Graphic Display has 640 X 200 dots in its
resolution with the ability to display up to 16 colors. The
normal screen size is 14 inches. It is much better than a CGA
display since it can produce high resolution graphics with up to
16 combinations=of colors. It is suitable for word processing,
database, spreadsheet and multi-color graphic programs as well as
games.





Fig. 2.13 VGAMonitor Block Diagram
This type of monitor was equipped with the IBM PS/2
computer when it came to the computer market a few years ago and
now it has become the standard of all microcomputers. It has a
high resolution of 640 X 480 dots (standard resolution) and a
wide range of 256 colors that can be displayed plus compatibility
with programs which were written earlier to run on other display
modes such as MDA, CGA and EGA. Another development regarding
this type of monitor is SVGA(Super VGA) which has 800 X 600 or
16
1024 X 768 dots which are high enough to run programs from simple
Word DPOCBSSOFSto 311 the graphic software which require high
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Fig. 2.14 Printer Block Diagram
A printer, usually called a dot-matrix printer,
produces hard-copy output, such as management reports, memos,
payroll checks, and program listings. Printers are generally
classified as serial printers, line printers, or page printers.
Printers are rated by their print speed. Print speeds are
measured in characters per second (cps) for serial printers, in
lines per minute (lpm) for line printers and in pages per minute
(ppm) for page printers. The print speed ranges for the three
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Fig. 2.15 Plotter Block Diagram
A plotter is a device that converts computer-generated
graphs, charts and line drawings into high-precision hard copy
output. The two basic types of plotters are the drum plotter and
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the flatbed D10tt9F- Both tYDes have one or more pens that move
over the paper under the computer’s control to draw an image.
Several pens are required to change the line width and line color
and the computer selects and activates them. with the drum
plotter, the pens and drum moveconcurrently on different axes to
produce the image. Drum plotters are used to produce continuous
output such as technical drawings. In the case of the flatbed
plotter, the pen moves on both axes while the paper remains
stationary.
2.3.4 Storage Devices
2.3.4.1 Floppy disk drive





Fig. 2.16 Floppy Disk Drive Block Diagram
At present, a floppy disk is the main medium/means by
which microcomputers store data and information, as well as
computer programs such as word processing, spreadsheet. data
base, computer games and so on. Floppy disks come in 2 different
sizes and 2 different memorycapacities. The 5}-inch Double Sided
Double Density (DS—DD)diskette withga conventional disk space
of 360 Kilobytes and the 5%-inch Double Sided High Density (DS­
HD)diskette with 1.2 Megabytes (1.2 million characters). The 3%­
inch Double Side Double Density (DS—DD)diskette with a disk
space of 720 Kilobytes and the 3%—inchDouble Sided High Density
(D8-HD)diskette with 1.44 Megabytes (1.44 million characters).
The type of diskette to be used depends also on the type of the
computer. The earlier XTcomputer (extended Technology) which has
an 8086 or 8088 microprocessor type can have both disk sizes but
only with double density. The modern AT computer (Advance
Technology) which has an 80286, 80386 or 80486 microprocessor can
18
handle all kinds of personal computer diskettes.
2.3.4.2 Hard disk drive




Fig. 2.17 Hard Disk Drive Block Diagram
A hard disk (or Winchester disk) comprises aluminium
discs coated with magnetic material. Generally, there are
multiple discs spinning at high speed about 3600 rpm on the same
axis, each with its own read/write heads. The read/write head
floats above the magnetic surface at a distance of about 10
microns, which is the reason why it is very sensitive to shock,
vibration and dust. Hard disk works very quickly, its speed
defined by an access time ranging from 68 msec (milliseconds) for
slow XTcomputers upto 11.5 msec for fast AT computers- The sizes
of hard disks are from 20 Mb (megabytes), 32 Mb, 42Mb, 56 Mb, 84
Mb, 100 Mb, 300 Mb, and 2,070 Mb or 2 Gb (Gigabytes).
2.3.4.3 Magnetic Tape




Fig. 2.18 Magnetic Tape Block Diagram
Magnetic tapes are used primarily as a backup medium
for hard disks. The magnetic tapes are sometime used in an
application that involves only sequential processing. Theyare in
reel or cartridge form and can be mounted onto tape drives for
DF0CeSSin9. then removed and kept in storage. For backup, a tape
is taken from storage, and the contents of a hard disk’s files
are dUmD€dOnto the tape. The tape is removed and placed in
storage as a backup in case of hard disk operational failure.
2.3.4.4 CD-ROM




Fig. 2.19 CD—ROMBlock Diagram
CD-ROMstands for Compact Disk Read Only Memory; as its
name implies, it is prerecorded by the manufacturer. It was
introduced in the early 80’s to enhance the recorded reproduction
of music which requires large amounts of memory. It was further
developed to store anything that can be digitized into binary
numbers such as data, texts, graphics, voice, still pictures,
music, and video. The capacity of a CD-ROMis more than 550 Mb
which is large enough to hold the equivalent of 13,000 images,
250,000 pages of texts, or 1500 floppy disks.
2.4 CAI Authoring Packages
Authoring is the process of creating CAI program
structures without having any programing knowledge. Authoring
packages are divided into two categories. The first are the
programs which allow the user to generate frame-based
presentations of lessons and multiple choice tests. Most of these
types of programs constrain you to the same format of tutorial,
learning, drill-and-practice, test and so on. The second category
is the authoring language. This type enables the user to access
to the computer facilities without learning BASICor any other
languages. In addition ,it has a language-like structure that
combines lines of language instruction into a single command
which is quite easy for non—programmerto learn in a short period
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of time.
There are many authoring software packages available
for creating CAI programs on the markets. The most common
packages - those being used in many schools and colleges are
described below.
2.4.1 PLATOor Programmed Logic for Automatic Teacher
Operation was initiated in 1960 by the University of Illinois and
the Control Data Corporation. It is the most widely used CAI
project. It is capable of handling texts and graphics with
animation feature. It is available on many platforms such as
Mainframe, Mini, and Microcomputers.
2.4.2 Topclass is both an authoring system and
authoring language. It is flexible for both the first time user
and the experienced author. It is capable of displaying both
texts and graphics on the same frame. It allows the use of
interactive audio and interactive video. It is transportable for
use on another platform other than IBMPCs.
2.4.3 Microtext is a frame-based authoring language.
It takes longer to reach a level of competence with this
language, but once all the features are mastered, it is flexible
and can produce high level CAIs. MICROTEXTon the IBM PCs can
also be used to control other devices such as interactive audio
and interactive video.
2.4.4 Mentor is one of the more expensive authoring
systems, but for the professional user it can produce CAIs of
very high quality. The graphics features on this program are
powerful and include animation as well as the more conventional
features. However, MENTORis difficult and time—consuming to
learn for beginners, but the results are worth the investment.
2.4.5 Last Adventure provides an open—ended cell
environment which can be filled with the user’s requirements.
This type of program is simple to operate because it works with
basic rules. Each move takes the user to a new cell. The cell has
a numberof entrances and exits defined by the user.
2.4.6 Software Packages used for the author's CAI
The packages which have been used by this author are
AutoCADby Autodesk, PC Storyboard by IBM Corporation and BASIC
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programming languages. The reasons why these two packages and
that programminglanguage were selected are as follows:
2.4.6.1 Reasons for selecting AutoCAD
AutoCAD is one of the Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
packages that are available on PCs. The reasons why it was
selected are as follows:
1) The author’s CAI contains several technical drawing­
like graphics. Most of them are in form of cross­
sectioned, symbols, etc. Using a CADprogram to do this
is convenient.
2) while they are being drawn, most of the pictures
require manipulation in size, position, duplication,
etc. AutoCAD is one of the CAD packages that uses
vector-file format to store the picture. This storing
method offers excellent manipulation without any




Some of the graphics have many details within a small
area which are not easy to draw. All CADpackages have
the capability to zoom into a portion of a picture­
Then the zoomed image can be easily drawn.
4) A wide range of drawing commands are available in CAD
packages, most of which facilitate the drawing
construction.
Remark There are also many other CAD packages that
offer the same basic capagilities such as DesignCAD
from American Small Business, Co., Drafix CAD from
Foresight, Co. etc. The selection of AutoCADis also based on the
already existing material at the MMTC.
2.4.6.2 Reason for selecting PCStoryboard
PC Storyboard is one of the multimedia presentation
software packages that offers abilities as follows:
1) to import picture file from CADand the other software
packages.
2) to draw, to edit or to add colors to a picture.
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3) to combine pictures and rearrange them into sequence of
a story.
4) to receive keyboard input responses.
5) to branch a story.
6) to display transition effects from one picture to
another.
7) to understand a programmedinstruction.
8) to link with BASIC, C, PASCAL, and many compiled
languages.
9
\./ to display a sequence of pictures with resolution up to
640x480 pixels with a maximumof 16 colors.
10) to digitize and playback sound and music.
Remark There are also some multimedia presentation
packages that have similar capabilities such as Action!
from Macromedia Inc., Animation Works Interactive from
Gold Disk Inc., etc. The selection of PC Storyboard is
also based on the already existing material at the
MMTC.
2.4.6.3 Reason for Selecting BASIC
The factors leading to the selection of BASICare as
follows:
1) easy to learn in a short period of time.
2) able to record student’s score.
3) able to be programmed to ask questions.
4) able to select a question and to give a response at
random. 6
5) able to generate sound accompanying the response.
6) able to be compiled or to be translated to machine
coded instruction.
2.5 Data Compression
The size of data storage and information transfer from
computer to computer has increased in recent years. Consequently,
more storage media such as floppy diskettes, hard disk drives,
magnetic tapes and so on are required to eliminate this problem.
However, that is not the best solution since it costs more to
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provide additional storages. One method that can be used to
alleviate a portion of the data storage and information transfer
problems is the representation of data by more efficient codes
widely known as Data Compression. Two techniques that can result
in more effective data storage are logical and physical data
compression.
CHAPTER3 Definition of Requested CAI
The emphasis of this chapter is on the CA1construction
procedure to suit a particular subject. The author takes a
course, Introduction to Pneumatics, as an example for
constructing a CAIprogram throughout the chapter.
The process of constructing a CAI, program which is
demonstrated in this chapter may be seen in steps. Although the
time available will usually determine the depth to which each
step is considered, the same steps should be considered for both
large and small scale CAIeffects.
Those steps in the CA1constructing process which are
common to instruction design in any medium may be seen as
follows:
3.1 suitabilities andUnsuitabilities
Before beginning to write a CAI, the writer needs to
understand what computers can do and what they cannot do as
regards implementing the CAI in an academy. The suitabilities and
unsuitabilities of computers as educational tools should be
initially clarified in order to properly utilize computer
software and hardware capabilities. Below are the some examples:
- Computers are not good for presenting a lot of
realistic information. Photo-graphic slides or video
can do this muchmore effectively. Video is best for
showing dynamic sequences.
- Computersare not good fdr activities that require
fact to face contact.
—Computers are good for any educational activity that
requires a lot of interaction or responses. Gamesand
simulation are probably the best examples.
- Computers are good for providing questions, tests,
questionnaires, practice exercises, drills, and
tutorials.
- Computers are good for providing immediate feedback
or answers to questions.
- Computers are good for keeping records.
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‘ C0mDUtBFS are good for providing individual
instruction. Depending on what kind of responses a
student makes to a question or what choices he makes
inua simulation, he may receive a totally different
instructional sequence than another student whomakes
different responses.
Computers are good for explaining complex processes
and interactions.
—Computers are good for application programs such as
word processing for creating documents, speedsheets
for calculations, database for information managing,
and communications for electronic messaging and
controlling other machines.
3.2 Expected Learning Outcome
without establishing an expected learning outcome, the
instruction has no purpose. The goal and objectives must be
clearly stated and should accompany both the software and the
documentwhich is attached to it.
The objectives are derived from goals specified on a
number of levels: educational systems, schools, and courses.
Goals are statement about what instruction should accomplish.
Goals suggest objectives which are detailed statements about the
expected learning that should be accomplished (Eleanor L.
Criswell, 1989).
Goals need not have a detailed content, but they should
include at least a general statement of the subject matter, the
purpose of the course, the proportion of the topic to tasks
included, and the estimation of the level obtained.
Instructional objectives are developed from goals.
Clearly stated objectives are the first priority for instruction.
The purpose of a specific objective is to describe precisely what
the student will be able to do after completing a portion, unit,
lesson, or course. A specific objective includes the conditions
in which the student will perform, the action required, how the
student will respond to the action, and the advance of the
levels.
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The construction in this project of CAI software for a
course in Pneumatics is intended for the supplementary use by the
first year Marine Engineering cadets at the Merchant Marine
Training Centre, Thailand. The program maybe integrated into the
subject in three ways.
1) The instructor who is responsible for the subject may
assign an individual cadet to study an appropriate
lesson with CAIbefore each lecture.
2) The instructor can combine CAI within his normal
classes where it is appropriate.
3) CAI can also be used as audio-visual media which is
available in the computer room and can be accessed by
any cadet at any time.
3.2.1 Goals
1) Students will be familiar with using the computer
keyboard.
2) Students will gain a basic understanding of the subject
of Pneumatics.
3.2.2 Objectives
At the end of the study, the student will be able to:
1) understand principles of symbolconstruction.
2) understand the basic principle of air compressors and
their control circuits.
3 \/ identify different types of directional control valves
and their logical characteristics.
4) read basic pneumatic circuig diagrams.
5) understand the basic principles of air treatment unit.
6) understand the basic principle of control elements.
7) know the basic construction and characteristics of
pneumatic working elements.
3.3 Preparing a lesson
when conducting lesson preparation, the CAI writer
should determine whether the CAI will replace an existing course
or whether it will be used as a completely new course. In
addition, it should also be determined whether the CAI should be
used as additional practice or free time study. This author chose
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the latter option.
Another important issue is the proposed course content.
If it has to be modified from semester to semester, frequent
updates will be required. Consequently, the CA1 program must be
easily accessible for later modification. In general a more
flexible CAI program means that more time is needed for the
designing phase.
Collecting course content, generating a list of the
topics and subtopics, setting up goals and objectives and
rearranging the sequence of topics and subtopics are to be done.
The materials collected have to be compressed in order to get a
concentrated content appropriate for a CAI.
Eleanor L. Criswell (1989) has suggested that the
planning of a CAI lesson is not very much different from the
planning of any other lessons. A detailed lesson plan should
follow the lesson’s structure in such a way that the teacher
conveys the subject matter to the students. The students respond
and show that they have received what the teacher expects, and
finally the teacher rewards or correct errors. The same way may
be used to organize the CA1lesson plan. The only difference is
that the computer takes the responsibility for the teaching and
responding activities. The learning process is a complete
interact between the student and the computer.
3.4 Choosing Software
Having a good understanding in programming languages is
not very important in creating a CAIbrogram. The wide range of
authoring languages and multimedia software available for
microcomputers today reduces the need for in—depth programming
knowledge on the part of the CAI writer. However, it is necessary
for the writer who is always involved in this activity to have
sufficient knowledge of one of the programming languages. The
reason is that some expensive authoring languages and inexpensive
multimedia packages have certain limitations when it comes to
performing specific tasks that are required in creating CAI.
Almost all of the programing languages supply a programmer with a
large number of commands, functions and codes that are combined
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together to create a computer program which can compensate for
the limitation of those authoring languages.
There are differences among the three techniques of CAI
programming : general programing languages, authoring languages
and multimedia packages. These are described as follows:
3.4.1 General Programing Languages
Programming languages require the programmer to enter
lines of computer code to construct the course. The first word of
the lines is often a verb or a command. Examples of some
programming languages that are often used to write CAI are BASIC,
C, PASCAL, FORTRAN, COBOL and APL. LISP and PROLOG are the
languages most widely used to write an intelligent CAI. These are
general purpose programming languages, used for other purposes
than authoring software.
Below is a sample of BASICprogramming extracted from a
a longer CAI program which is written by Orwig (1983).
1060 PRINT "IN WHATYEM DID FLCRIDA BECENE A STATE?"
1090 PRINT " 1. 1640"
1100 PRINT " 2. 1845"
1110 PRINT " 3. 1861"
1120 PRINT " 4. 1868"
1130 PRINT
1140 GET SA$






3000 REM REWARDS D
3010 PRINT
3020 ON R GOTO304-10.3060.3060.3100.3120
3060 PRINT "FANTASTIC"
3100 PRINT "Yul ‘RE REALLY GOING NON"
3120 PRINT "THAT '5 GREAT"
Table 3.1 Example of BASICprograming for a CAI
This sample comes from a program that provides any five
reward messages if the student correctly selects 1845 as the year
Florida becomea state.
3.4.2 Authoring Languages
Authoring languages are rather like a special computer
language. They also require the CAI writer to enter lines of
codes. They contain commandsthat call the available function
facilities just when the writer wants the use them. The writer
decides at each point just what branches or loops are to be
inserted into the program. Some authoring languages are quite
complicated and take many hours of practice.
Dean and whitlock (1983) provided lists of several
authoring languages which are available on the market, ranging
from the sophisticated"PLATO to the very much simpler PILOT. Most
of these languages run on one particular type of computer.
However, some programs like PLATOwere previously designed to be
used on mainframe computers, which made them a rather expensive
investment for the small institutes. PLATOis nowavailable in a
PC version, but the price is still considerable. The simpler
packages which are capable of being implemented on cheap and
widely used microcomputers, like DOSmachines, are of greater
interest to most institutions that might want to start in a small
way. These packages are more limited, especially in terms of the
facilities they offer, as they run on systems with much more
restricted memorycapacity. It is more difficult to keep such
sophisticated records of individual student progress.
Most authoring systems have the minimumfacilities that
are described below:
—The presentation of texts and questions on the
screen.
- The acceptance of student responses through the
normal input devices available.
- The analysis of the responses received. This may
be simple or sophisticated, involving checking of
synonyms, spelling, mistakes, etc.
- The recording and filing of the responses made in
order to supply data for materials revision or
student guidance.
- The ability to branch to other parts in an other
package
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The provision of immediate feedback on the screen
in the form of help messages following student
responses
Additional facilities are available in somesystems:
‘ The ability to incorporate high resolution
graphics with texts
- The provision of 16 colors .or 256 colors for
photo—rea1ism.
- The ability to create sound effects ranging from
simple beeps to draw the student’s attention , to
sophisticated MIDI music and even voice
synthesizers.
- The possibility to build in new commandsin order
to extend the versatility of the package.
—The ability to include sequences prepared in
computer languages such as BASIC or PASCAL.
—The possibility to create banks of test questions
for randomlyautomatic generation of tests.
- The possibility to use special input devices like
light pens,touch sensitive screens, graphic pads,
etc.
3.4.3 Multimedia packages
Multimedia packages or presentation software are a
rather easy and economical way of creating CAI. Most of them are
now being used in business graphics presentation. e.g. PC Story
board, Animator , etc. Manyof them offer drawing tools which can
be used to create texts or graphics or photo realistic images.
They also provide color tools which are used together with the
drawing tools for picture enhancement. Most packages have the
ability to grab pictures from another software and to import or
export picture file formats like PIC, GIF, TIFF, PCX, BMP,etc.
The most significant feature of these packages for use in CAI is
their capability to create programs and to branch pictures
previously created by the drawing tools. Animation such —as
blending, weaving and scrolling of texts, flying letters and some
simple animation of graphics can be easily created. Somepackages
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offer a video capture editor and playback which can bring a
program into life with full motion pictures grabbing from video
equipment if the computer hardware is equipped with a suitable
video capture.board. Moreover, some good packages can digitize
audio sounds from external sources such as a microphone, radio
Cassette. etc. Some can playback MIDI music in the background
while frame based pictures are being presented in sequence.
Again, an audio sound card must be present on the computer in
order to utilize this feature. Playing some classic music to
accompany the running of the tutorial part of CA1or playing back
a short piece of music to give a reward when a student gives a
correct answer is a persuasive way of teaching. However, all of
the features above mentioned are not sufficient to create a good
CAIprogram. They create only the presentation or tutorial part
of the program. what is also needed is the ability to generate
tests and to keep student records. To do that. any programming
languages like BASIC, PASCAL, C, FORTRAN,or any other language
that is capable of being compiled to be executable, will help.
Almost all of the multimedia packages can link other programs to
themselves. Using this feature we can create tests and record
keeping programs to form the a complete CAI with the combination
of a multimedia package and a programming language. The author
chose this method of creating a CAI program and it will be
discussed in detail later in this chapter.
3.5 Designing the screen ‘
The way a computer screen looks has a great effect on
student interaction. A well—designed frame teaches properly,
requires a minimumamount of time to understand, and encourages
positive reactions from a student. Designing computer screens is
carried on differently from designing textbook pages.
According to the 10 experiments conducted by Gould,
Alfavo, Barnes, Finn, Grischkowsky, and Minuto (1987), people
read about 25 percent faster from text pages than they do from
computer displays. The experiments were designed to isolate a
single cause (e.g.,computer experience, character size, and type
of font) of the slower reading speed. The authors suggested that
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the U38 0f hi9h‘qUa1itY images and paperlike fonts will increase
reading speed from a computer display.
A frame must be carefully designed so that it conveys
information clearly without being mixed up. One simple way is to
divide the screen into portion areas that remain consistent
throughout the lesson (Heines, 1984). Screens may contain
functional areas for example.
- Orientation information such as screen title.
- Text.
- Graphics.
- Direction for advancing to next frame.
Consistency refers to the similarity of each frame,
whether in terms of portion area locations, type and size of
font, color, or portion area separated lines used. If the format
for each frame is consistent, it is easier and quicker for a
student to easily recognize the purpose of each frame.
The example in figure 3.1 of a frame taken from the
author’s Pneumatics CAI program shows the division of the portion
areas. The commonscreen is divided into 4 areas, namely the
screen title, descriptive texts, graphics, and direction areas.
Most of the screens have the same format, color, border
line, size and type of font. However, there are some screens that
cannot comply with this rule due to the size of the graphics.
Some pictures which have more details than others need to be
slightly enlarged, but enlarging the graphics area for a few
pictures can reduce the other areas of those screens. some
pictures which have more width than their height occupy more
space horizontally. On the other hand, some pictures which have
more height than their width occupy more space vertically. All of
these problems can be tackled using the two types of layouts
shown in figure 3.1.
Consistency still remains with°the screen title which
is on the top, direction which is also at the bottom, border line
type, font, color, etc. with these two types of screen layout;







1 - Screen title area
2 - Graphics area3 - Texts area
4 - Dlrectlonarea
Fig. 3.1» Layouts of frames used in designing CAI
The important principle in developing frames is to
avoid mixed-up screens and full-looking screens. A number of
techniques can be used, including the use of high resolution
graphics, the breakup of mixed-up frames into separate ones and
the use of scrolling methods.
3.6 Drawingillustration
In the initial stage, the drawing in the author's
Pneumatics CAI program is drawn by the aid of the AutoCAD
program. This is because the drawings in this subject are mostly
technical. AutoCAD Release 10 program offers considerable
flexibility in creating such detailed drawings. It has the
ability to draw both 2 and 3 dimensional drawings such operations
as drawing of lines, arcs, circles, triangles, polygons, adding
texts, and editing with zoom, pan, trim, stretch, etc. are
relatively easy for a new user to perfonm. To create a drawing
with AutoCAD, the basic computer hardware required is a
microcomputer such as PC XT (extended Technology) or At(Advance
Technology) with a hard disk and a suitable math coprocessor.
However, in the absence of a math coprocessor, an emulation
program, namely "Emul87.EXE", can be used instead, but this will
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not help increase the processing speed. The minimummemoryshould
be at least 640 Kb. Figure 3.2 shows the AutoCADmain menu when
"ACAD"is typed at the D08 prompt and the "Enter" key is then
pressed.
There are 8 items on the main menu. and the user can
select any item corresponding to the numberbefore it.
0. Exit AutoCAD—Select this option to go back to DOS.
1. Begin a Newdrawing - This option is selected whenever
you want to create a new drawing.
2. Edit an EXISTING drawing - when you want to make any
modification to the previously drawn drawing, select
number 2.
3. Plot a drawing —If you have a Plotter, you can use the
feature to plot a drawing.
0 U I 0 C R D
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Conpiie shape/font description file
Convert old droning fileD\Ifl\U'|
Enter selection:
Figure 3.2 AutoCADRelease 10 main menu screen
4. Printer Plot a drawing - If you want to print a drawing
with a dot matrix printer, select number 4 to get it
printed with draft quality.
5. Configure AutoCAD- This item offer you the flexibility
to choose the type of the right equipment you have to
suit AutoCAD.List of Monitors, plotters, printers,
pointing devices and digitizing tablets is presented in
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this item.
6. File utilities —If you want to copy, to delete, to
list or to rename one or more files without exiting to
D0S,Athis option is quite convenient.
7. Compile shape/font description file —AutoCADlet you
create your own font which can be any other languages
other than the already existing English language font
file. The font file is normal ASCII descriptive text
file which will be compiled to AutoCAD'”.SHX" file
format after selecting this item.
8. Convert old.drawing file - Drawings which were created
by earlier versions like 2.18, 2.6, and 9 are not
compatible with AutoCADRelease 10. The selection of
this item will convert old drawings so that they are
100 percent compatible with release 10.
Supposing we are going to create a new drawing in
AutoCAD. Select number 1 from the main menu to bring us to the
AutoCADdrawing editor as in figure 3.3.











Loaded nanu C:\GHfiFHlS\RChD\ACfiD .nnx
Conunnd:
Figure 3.3 AutoCADdrawing editor screen
The drawing editor consists of 5 different areas: the
drawing area, the commandarea, the screen menu, the status line
and the pull-down menu as designated in Figure 3.3.
Drawing area - This is the place that can be used to
draw lines, arcs, circles, boxes, etc.
Commandarea - Commandsuch as line, arc, circle, etc.
can be entered by typing them in on the keyboard. The user needs
to remember a commandand type in at this point. This is not
recommended for a new user but it works quickly with an
experienced one.
Screen menu area —It is quite friendly and easy to use
the screen menu to select a pre-defined command.This is done by
pressing the "Ins" key on the keyboard or, if it is equipped with
a mouse, by moving the mouse which in turn to move a cross hair
(cursor which consists of a vertical and a horizontal lines) to
the screen mend area. Then, press left bottom on the mouse to
activate a command. The structure of the screen menu is like a
tree: once you select a command, the subcommands supersede it
immediately and wait for the next selection.
Status line —AutoCADreports current status through
this line. It is on the uppermost part of the screen. The layer
name, drawing modes and x-y coordinates are continuously updated
here.
Pull-down menu - The most convenient and friendly way
to access to AutoCADcommandis via the pull-down menu. It is not
accessible with a keyboard; what gs needed is any type of
pointing device.
The following examples illustrate a drawing
construction procedure to draw a cross—section of a 2/2 way
Pneumatic Control way Valve which is activated by a push button
and is deactivated by a spring to close and to open the air flow
by a ball valve. The final drawing is shown in Figure 3.4.
The drawing procedure starts with creating rough
drafting lines as shown in Figure 3.5. To create these lines,
there are three alternatives to access the AutoCADLINEcommand.
















Figure 3.4 Pneumatic Control Valve Drawing.
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Figure 3.5 Pneumatic Control Valve Drawing Procedure.
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The most Simple Way is to use the Screen menu which is
located 81009 the Fight edges of the screen. To access the screen
menu. Press the IDS key on the keyboard and move the cursor to
the DRAWcommand and press ENTER. Consequently, the Draw menu
will appear with several sub-commands. Next, move the cursor to
the LINE command and press ENTER. Thus the menu cursor turns
itself iht° 3 crosshair (8 horizontal and a vertical line
crossing each other) and stays ready in the drawing area waiting
for inputs. To draw a line, move the crosshair by using the ARRON
keys to the location of the first point of a line and press
ENTER,and then movevit to the second point (while moving the
crosshair to the second point you will see a line like a rubber
band from the first point to the crosshair position.) and press
ENTERtwice. Thus a line segment is created. To create another
line segment whose first point is connected to the second point
of the first line segment, just press ENTERtwice and follow the
same procedure as when creating the first line segment. If you
have a mouse, this is a more convenient way to access the Screen
menu than with a keyboard.
The second way is to type in a command at the Command
"Area at the bottom of the screen. This is fast and convenient for
one who is familiar with AutoCADcommands. To do this, one has to
be capable of remembering a commandname, its function and
spelling so that it will be typed in correctly and be used as it
is intended. However, a mouse or any other pointing device cannot
be implemented here. ,
The most convenient and user-friendly way to enter a
AutoCADcommand is through the pull-down menu. This is found at
the same location as the Status line which is at the top of the
screen. To access the menu, a mouse or other pointing device must
be installed in the system and you have to move the mouse in
order to move the crosshairs to the top of the screen to switch
the Status line into the pull-down menu. To select a command,
press the left button on the mouse.
You can choose any of the three ways that you feel
comfortable working with. Note that in all the examples that will
be described later in this chapter, a mouse is used to select a
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command.
In order to create a rough draft as
illustrated in Figure 3.5, first, a11 of the
in the example
drafted lines
numbering from one to nineteen have to be drawn with the aid of
the LINE commandwhich was previously described. The sequence of
the drafting need not follow the numbers indicated in the
picture.
After all the necessary drafted lines have been drawn,
the lines with the extruding ends need to be trimmed as shown in
Figure 3.6. First, select the Trim commandfrom the pull down
menu, and you will be asked to select the cutting edge(s). At
this moment, move the cursor to point 1 and press the left button
on the mouse to select a cutting edge. Then move to point 2 to
select the second cutting edge, and press ENTERon the keyboard
or the left button on the mouse. As soon as the "Select object to

















elect obJoct to trim:
Figure 3.6 Pneumatic Control Valve Drawing Procedure.
move the cursor to point 3 and select that point. Point 3 is now
trimmed. The same procedure applies to point 4 and to point 17,
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etC- Whenit is finished, the drawing should appear as it does in
Figure 3.7.
Some more details are added to the drawing in Figure
3.8. It is a difficult task to add a detail to a small-sized
drawing; therefore, the drawing should be enlarged. To do this,
the ZOOMcommand is used to zoom out so that the part of drawing
in which some details will be added will be seen clearly on the
SCF38n- When that Dart of the drawing is displayed with the
appropriate size, a circle indicated by the number 1 is added by
using the CIRCLE command, and lines 2 and 3 are also drawn
tangent to the circle. The extruding lines 2 and 3 need to be
trimmed, so the TRIMcommandis used by selecting point 4 on the
cutting edge and trim lines 2 and 3. Next use the existed lines 2
and 3 as cutting edges and trim point 4. when it is finished,
circle 1 is added as shown in Figure 3.9. Now the part of the
drawing which is a mirror image must be created on the other
side. To do this we do not need to draw a circle and two lines
and to
Tools bran Dieplau Settings Options File
Erase flutoCflD
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Figure 3.8 Pneumatic Control Valve Drawing Procedure.
point of nlrror lino! SecondP010‘:
Figure 3.9 Pneumatic Control Valve Drawing Procedure.
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trim them: what is needed to get a mirror image is to use the
MIRRORcommand as shown in Figure 3.9, First activate the MIRROR
Command.and You will be asked to select objects. Then select
points 1,2,3. and 4 by moving the cursor to the appropriate point
and pressing the left button on the mouse. After all these points
are selected, then point 5 and 6 of a mirror line are selected,
forming an mirror image on the other side as shown in Figure 3.9.
Then press ENTERto finish the procedure.
In Figure 3.10 a push button, a ball and a spring have
to be drawn. A circle and several drafted lines will form a push
button; however, they all need to be trimmed. First of all, draw
lines 2 and 3, and circle 1 respectively, then draw lines 4 to B
to form a drafted push button. Next use the TRIM command to
select point 4 which is part of circle 1, to trim that line. Then
draw circle 9 to form a ball and line segments 10 to form a
spring. After trimming and adding lines and a circle, a drawing
like that in figure 3.11 will be seen. But it is not really
completed: areas 1,2,3,4 and 5 represent a cross-section of
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Figure 3.10 Pneumatic Control Valve Drawing Procedure.
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Figure 3.11 Pneumatic Control Valve Drawing Procedure.
the drawing. They need to be filled with appropriate patterns to
represent the types of materials used in constructing a valve.
The HATCHcommand is used to do this. First select the HATCH
command from the pull down menu and you will see a dialog box
which contains various pre—defined patterns displayed on the
screen as shown in Figure 3.12. Then move the cursor to the first
pattern and press the left button to select the pattern. Youwill
be asked to enter the scale and angle for the pattern. At this
time, press ENTERto accept the default parameters. Next the
"Select objects" message will appear and wait for inputs.
The points which need to be selected are shown in
Figure 3.13. Altogether there are 32 points to be selected to
hatch the areas. The most convenient way of selection is to use
the "W" or "window" option. All 32 points can be selected at
once. To deselect the areas, just type "R" or "REMOVE"while the
"Select objects" is still prompting on the screen. whenthey have
been removed from the selection, press ENTERand you will see a
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Figure 3.12 Pneumatic Control Valve Drawing Procedure.
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Figure 3.13 Pneumatic Control Valve Drawing Procedure.
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3.7 Enhancing with colors
After the author has finished drawing a picture with
AUt0C9D. it is still a raw drawing which needs to be enhanced.
The Program called "Picture Maker” in the PC Storyboard version
1.0 has a number of colors which can be used to paint the AutoCAD
drawing file with the DWGextension.
First of all. the DWGfile needs to be converted to the
formats which are acceptable by the PC Storyboard. Picture Taker,
which is a storyboard utility, is used to do this. After
converting a AutoCADvector file into a storyboard bit-map file,
It should be noted that some distortion when zooming and scaling
with the Picture Maker will inevitably occur. Thus, before making
a file conversion, the AutoCADdrawing size should be set to the
size which will be used for the final presentation stage. Having
finished the file conversion, you will have a new file with PIC
extension. Nowit is time to get into the Picture Maker program
and paint your drawing. At the DOSprompt, type in PMand press
Enter. The screen shown below in Figure 3.14 will appear.
Bave Picture
Bavc Dt orRemove Filo











Figure 3.14 Picture Maker main screen
Before getting started with enhancing colors on the
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drawing With PiCtU'e Maker. it would be advisable to study some
of the commonly used commands carefully. The more you are
familiar with the commands, the less time you will need to spend
with the drawing.
3.8 writing a Sequential Script
The DF0QFamCalled "Story Editor", which is part of the
PC story board version 1.0, is used by the author to write a main
Pneumatics program. Before going into the writing procedure, it
would be helpful if all the commands and functions have been
carefully studied. Below is a brief introduction to the Story
Editor commands.and functions and to some of its utilities which
will be used in creating a-CAI.
uEuHnT | . SH F1 le Edit Hades Run moopr.ton use
Pull-down
ND. LABELfile Pnnnm-:7:-zns TIMEwan"
I
NTRD/DIS Lav: F51 .PIC­/DISPLFIYI NTR01 .Plc- 0 o
/DISPLIWI NTRO1 .PIC- o 2/:LEn v o o
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Figure 3.19 Story Editor main screen
From Table 3.1, you will see a list of a program which
is extracted from the author’s Pneumatics program. The program
executes from top to bottom. It has line numbers on the far left
of the table. However, it is not similar to BASICwhose line
numbers function as reference points. The label in this case is
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used instead Of a line number as a reference when using GOTOor
GOSUB commands.
no. : 11111 : COHHANU : 1111111115 : 1111 : 1111 : 111101 : 011 : 1111 : 1111 : 1101 1111111 10 s11111
1 1 11s : /CLEAR‘ 1 9 1 0 : o : 113111 : 1011 : 1011 ' 1111 ' 1 - 1 : 4 - ' ­
2 1 INIR0 : /DI$Pl1¥' 1 lNTR01-Pl¢ : 0 : o : 11111 : 1011 : 1011 E 1111 E 41 - :1 : :13 - 1:: 1 4: - Z;
1 : 1 /1111: : 11111.1x1 1 0 : o 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 MAIN : /DISPLAY‘ 1 ¢HfiP-PlC : 1 1 o : 111111 : 1011 : 1011 : 1111 : 1 - 1 : 111 - 111 : 1 - 1
5 : 11111 : /111111 : 1 : 1 1 1 1 ; 1 1 1 1 1
1 i 1 /11:0 : 111 : 0 : 1 : : 1 1 1 1 1
1 : 1 /11:1 : 1010 11111 : o : 1 1 1 1 ; 1 1 1
1 : : /1112 : 1010 11112 : 1 : 0 : : ; 1 1 1 1
1 : : /1111 : 10111 1111 : 1 : 0 : 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 : : /0010: : 1111 : 1 : 0 : 1 1 1 ; 1 1
11 1 11111 1 1111:1111 1 11111.111 1 3 1 o 1 111111 : 1011 : 1011 : 1111 : 145 - 142 : 512 - 401 : 115 - 112
1 1 1 1 0 ' : ' ' : '
11 : : /1110 1 1010 1111 E 1 : 1 1 1 : E 1 : E
14 : : /11-1 : 10111 s11s : o : o : : : : 1 1 1
15 : : /1112 : 1010 11112 : 0 : 0 : : : : 1 ; ;
11 : : /10101 : 1111 : o : o : : : g 1 1 ;
uinmmifimfunicmnmm 1 11 0:mum:1m1:1m1:wu:1n-1u:5n-4n:1n-1u
18 . . N U!‘ . 1 . 0 . 0 : 1 : : 1 : '
19 : : /11:0 : 1010 1111 : 0 : o : : : : : : E
21 : : /1111 : 10311 1122 : 0 : o : : : : : 1 :
21 1 : /11:2 1 1010 1111 : 0 : 0 : : : : : 1 1
22 : : /1010: : 11112 : o : 0 : : : : : : ­
21: :11 : : 1: 1: : : : : : E
24 : 1111 : /1111: :11111111.1x1 : o : 1 : : : : : 1 :
15 : 1 /REIURN' : : 0 : 0 : : : I : : :
21 : s11s : /11511111 :sc111 .111 : 1151 : 0 : 111111 : 1011 : 1011 : 1111 : 1 - 451 : 141 - 110 : 1 - 151
27 l : /1131111: :sc112 .111 : 1151 : o : 11111 : 1011 : 1011 : 1111 : 11 - 51 : 592 - 215 : 11 - 51
n: :/mwmn:mn11m :mn: 0:mwo:1w1:1w1:wu: 1-4u:1w-1w: 1-1“
21 : : /1101: :111111 .111 : 1111 : 10 : 1111 : 1011 : 1111 : 11111: 1 - 151 : 111 - 110 : 1 - 451
30 : 1! /REIURN' : : 0 : 0 l l : 1 : : :
11 : 1122 : /11111111 1122111 .111 : 11s1 : o : 113111 : 1011 : 1011 : 1111 : 11 ~ 21 : 101 - 111 : 552 - 115
12 : : /1111111: 1122121 .111 : 1151 : o : 11110 : 1011 : 1011 : 1111 : 11 - 54 : 211 - 144 :4111 - 51
11 : : /0111111: :122s11 .111 : 1111 : o : 11110 : 1011 : 1011 : 1111 : 11 - 21 : 101 - 111 : 512 - 115
14 : : /11011 :111111 .111 : 1111 : 1o : 1101 : 1011 : 1011 : 11111: 1 - 151 : 140 - 41o : 1 - 151
35 1 : /REIURN' : : 0 : 0 I : 1 : : : :
Table 3.2 Extracted Storyboard program from the author's CAI
when running this story, the /CLEARcommand is first
executed to clear the screen and simultaneously assign color code
9 to the screen with the instant method. The commandalso clears
the area of the screen which is specified as the FULLarea.
Immediately after the first commandcompletes its execution, the
/DISPLAY command follows. The command displays a portion of an
introductory screen picture, namely INTR01.PIC through the
weaving method. Then, the /EXEC command in line no.3 hands over
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the °°”tr°1 to 005- A“Y D05 Drogram which is executable can be
linked via this command. In this example, the program TITLE.EXE,
which is used to receive student inputs and register the times of
those inputs, is executed. whenit completes its routine, it then
hands over the control back to the program before running the
next command. The /DISPLAY command functions like the previous
one: the difference is only that it displays a full picture
called CHAP.PICwhich is actually the main menu of the program.
On line no. 5, an /INPUT commandis used to keep a variable input
from the keyboard into a memory: Line nos. 6 to 9 are /IF
commandswhich are used to compare the assigned variables to the
memoryvariable. If the assigned variable after the /IF command
corresponds to the memoryvariable, then the program will execute
the parameter on the same line as that /IF commandwhich means
that this condition is fulfilled. For instance, if 1 is pressed
on the keyboard, then the program will go to label MENU1.The
execution is now at line no. 11. It continues to display a
submenu picture namely CHAP1.PIC. Then the /INPUT command again
receives a variable from a keystroke. If 1 is entered, GOSUB
Label SPIS is met. Consequently, it jumps to label SPIS which is
on line no. 26 and starts executing three /DISPLAY commands
respectively. After that the /SHOWcommand shows a direction
message on the screen and waits for a keystroke with a delay of
30 seconds. Then, it returns from line no.35 to line no. 15 which
is back to submenu 1. Note that the main menu, sub menu 1 and sub
menu 2 have their own loops. while within a loop, if no key is
pressed, the execution will run only within that loop provided
that the IF condition is not met.
That is a brief description of the procedure for
writing a script file for a main CAI program. After one program
has been successfully written, the program module can also be
used in constructing another CAI in another subject with slight
modifications.
3.9 Question & Results
In the question & result program, the author uses BASIC
programming language to write a subroutine for the main program
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in Pneumatics. The program generates 10 multiple choice
questions, a student has to complete all the questions within 10
minutes and the result is reported at the end. The question
screen consists of a Title window , a Question area_ a Message
area, a Score Counter area, and a Time Countdown area as shown
from Figure 60 to Figure 69 of appendix III. The Report Screen
displays the student’s name, ID number, year, class, date of
studying and starting time, date of testing and starting time,
and StUdYin9 dUFati0n. testing duration, and a score summaryare
Shownin Figure 70 Ofbappendix III. The overall characteristics
of the program are as follows :
3.9.1 Characteristics of the program
1. The program module can be accessible for
modification in case it is needed to add more questions to the
module in the future.
2. The same set of questions can be randomly generated
so that there will not be the same item displayed every time the
student enters.
3. One of the six different rewarding messages is
randomly selected and displayed in the message area immediately
after a student selects the right answer.
4. One of the six different warning messages is
randomly selected and displayed in the Message area immediately
after a student selects the wronganswer.
5. Sound is generated accompanying rewarding and
warning messages to stimulate studentgactivity.
6. Timeat certain points is recorded.
7. Students’ scores are recorded onto a disk in order
that they can be accessed by the teacher.
Below is an sample program which is extracted from the
author’s Pneumatics questions & results program. A full version
is printed in appendix II.
430 RRNDOMIZE TIMER
490 T = INT(RND x 10 + 1)
50OIFT=1THEN REsToRE3590
THEN RESTORE 37002
520 IF T = 3 THB4 RESTORE 3710
= 1 T0 10
50
650 DJ GJ GOSB 1560.1690.1B00.1950.20B0.2210.2350.2500.2660.27B0
660 NEXT L0
1550 END
1560 PRINT” which one is the positive-displacement compressor?"
1570 LOCATE11. 15: PRINT "a) Piston-type compressor"
1580 LOCATE12, 15: PRINT "b) Axial—flow compressr”
1590 LOCATE13. 15: PRINT "c) Radial-flow compreeor"
1600 LOCATE14. 15: PRINT "d) Sliding—vane compressor"
1610 SOLUS = "a"
1620 H3313 = "b"
1630 H1023 = "c"




2930 on = INT(RND x 5 + 1)
2950 Ks = INKEY$
2950 IF K$=SOLU$ THEN S0=S0+1:RIGHT(LO)=1:wRONG(LO)=0:R=R+1:GOSUB 3030
2970 IF Ks=wRo1s THENS0=SO+0:RIGHT(LO)=0:wRONG(L0)=1:Ud»+1:GOSUB 3130
29eo IF Ks=wRo2$ THEN S0=SD+0:RIGHT(LO)=O:wRONG(LO)=1:w=w+1:GO5UB 3130
2990 IF Ks=wno3s THENSO=S0+O:RIGHT(L0)=0:wRONG(L0)=1:w=w+1:GOSUB 3130
3ooo1F‘N >0THEN RETURN
3010 IF KS <> " " THEN 2950
3020 RETLRN
3030 EN ® GOSLB3250. 3270. 3290. 3310. 3330. 3350
3040 N = 1
3120 RETLRN
3310 ns = "That '9 wonderful! You made it"
3320 RETU-'x‘N
3330 MS= "Fantastic! That's correct.“
3340 RETURN
3450 M$= "Let do it again next time!"
3460 RETIRN





Table 3.3 Extracted BASICprogram from the author's CAI
The program starts to generate a random number in order
that the sequence of the question number will not be repeated
every time a student enters into the program. The DATAlines are
used to store the running sequence of the question. The IF—THEN
on lines 500-520 are used to compare a random generated number
with assigned numbers. If they coincide the program will execute
a RESTOREcommand on a respective line number. Thus, the data in
the DATAline will be used as a question sequence. The FOR-NEXT
command on lines 610 and 660 is used to create 10 loops of
program execution. The number of loops depends on the number of
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questions - in this case there are 10 questions. The READcommand
reads a number at a time from a respective DATAline and store it
in variable GU: The 0N—GOSUBon line 650 defines which question.
number is to be executed. If the variable QUis equal to 1. it
will jump to the line number Specified after GOSUB,which is
1560. Then it displays a question on the screen (lines 1560­
1600). After that a right-answer—variable and three wrong-answer­
variables are initialized (lines 1610-1640). Then it temporarily
goes to line 2920 where the GOSUBcommand is met. On lines 2920
and 2930, it starts to generate a random number which will be
used to display rewarding and warning messages without
repetition. The INKEY$commandis used to receive an input from a
keyboard when a student answers the question. Then it compares
the student input with the variables and displays the randomly
generated message on the screen. when the RETURNcommand on line
3020 is met, it will go back to exactly the same point after last
executed GOSUBcommand, which is on line 1660. On line 1670
another RETURNcommand is executed; then the program also jumps
back to the GOSUBcommand on line 650 and starts executed the
following loop with the NEXTcommand on line 660. Then the same
sequence of execution occurs until all the questions are
displayed on the screen.
That is a brief description of the extracted part of
the program. The full version printed in Appendix II contains
various subroutines which do not need $0 be explained.
3.10 Evaluation
"we live in a world of imperfection. Everybody makes
mistakes. This realization applies to the evaluation of
instructional software in two ways : finding the errors in your
program and dealing with errors made by students when using the
program." (Greg Kearsley, 1986)
There are generally two kinds of student answers you
need to check for : expected responses and unexpected responses.
Expected responses are the answers that students would make-if
they were responding as you anticipated. This includes correct
and incorrect answers to questions or problems and selection of
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options in a menu. Unexpected responses are responses that
students Should not make. This includes pressing special keys
(e.g. ESC. Back 59309. Tab) or unusual combinations of keys,
entering text when numbers should entered or vice versa, pointing
to things outside of the response area (e.g- the screen border),
and incorrect punctuation.
Most of these unexpected responses are accidental, not
deliberate. This is why they are usually not predictable and
difficult to anticipate. For example, a student meant to press
the Shift key to type a capital "C" but instead pressed the
Control key and entered Control "C". In many programs, Control
"C" is a commandused to break the program execution. To properly
evaluate a program, you need to try every possible input for
every input sequence. The program should be able to respond to
an unexpected input with a desired response or appropriate
options.
An important step in developing CAI software is a
systematic evaluation that checks the units or sequences in a
program for defects. A checklist is very helpful for this
purpose. The following table provides an example of an evaluation
checklist.
Table 3.4 Crecklist for ProgramEvaluation
- Is the purpose of the programstated? ‘
—Is the sequence appropriate?
—Is the level correct?
—Is the information accurate and complete?
—Is the reading level too high?
- Is tI'e language free of bias. slang and idioms?
- Are the spelling. gran-marand punctuation correct?
3. Display! '
- Are the screen too crowded?
—Are windows used to organize information?
—Are graphics used whenever possible?
- Are different font stvles/sizes used?
- Are titles and headings used?
4. User control
- Do user control pace?
- Can user control the sequence?
- Are menus used as rruch as possible?
- Can users customize the program?
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5, manual: flulvlio
- Are directions and questions stated clearly’!
—Can users change their answers easilf.’
- 19 corrective feedback provided‘?
—Is feedback me9sa9ea brief and neutral?













CHAPTER 4 CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION
ADVANTAGES OF COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
CAI Gives students familiarization with computers,as
more and more such sophisticated machines are being
introduced in various types of vessels.
Most CAIs can be used to simulate situations which are
difficult to life to
inaccessibility motion
show in real due their
(e.g. a’ piston in a closed
cylinder).
A subject which contains a high level of complexity can
be studied as many times as required by students.
CAI increases student motivation. Special effects
generated by a CAI such as flying letters, pictures
appearing as overlays or animation can be effective
tools for drawing student attention.
CAI reduces the teacher’s workload. The perceptive
ability to understand what has been taught in class
differs from one student to another. A student who has
difficulty
with CAI without the aid of the teacher.
CAI
Or‘












modified updated suit changes
syllabus or curriculum -Q in printed
materials and other audio-visual media which are quite
difficult to adapt.
Student
recorded for the purpose of evaluation.
activities can "be monitored remotely and
For many purposes, CAI is more effective than any other
teaching mediumsuch as video, cassette tapes, slides,
etc.
Students
sequence by a single keypress.
of the
It is an interactive way
can access any particular point
of learning
over the program sequence.
Better CAI performance can now be achieved due to the
higher capabilities and lower cost of computer
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in which students gain complete control.
hardware.
















major obstacle in implementing CAIs in
is the high cost of good CAI
Although the price—‘of‘—H5Fdwarehas fallen
dramatically, the cost of CA1has remained the same or
even increased. This is the major factor that directly
impacts the growth of CAI-in education.




there is a small number of CA1 programs with a small
numberof subjects available for the students.
The of
sufficient experience in using computers
availability have
to
develop CAI programs for their own use is very limited.
The of
constructing CAIprograms is inevitably encountered.
in-service teachers who
in order
time—consuming process designing and
Teachers who are involved in the creation of CAIs have
less time for their normal teaching preparation.
The initial instage of development using computer
resources is likely to be expensive.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE MMTC _
The finished CAI program should be fully utilized by
the students with the teach;r’s guidance.
The school administrator should encourage teachers and
staff by periodically organizing computer training.
3)
computers to do more things on their jobs.
of be
teachers and staff by assigning a key teacher who has
Teachers and staff should be encouraged to use
Knowledge computers can transfered to other
good computer knowledge to conduct training.
In to fully the
facilities, students, teachers and staff should have
order utilize existing computer
access to the computer roomwithout time limitations.
A CAI program should be only a supplemental part of a
COUPS8 .
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7) The construction of CAI usually involves drawing
diagrams. graphs, pictures and other kinds of graphics
which may be a difficult task for teachers who are not
experienced with computers. This problem can be
eliminated by using a scanner. Using a scanner is a
simple and convenient way to scan considerably precise
graphics into CAI programs_
B
\_l Cooperation between experienced CAI teachers and
teachers whq are new to CAI will lead to knowledge
transfer which will contribute to the CA1
implementation in the school.
4.4 CONCLUSION
As shown in the previous chapters, Computer Assisted
Instruction is a powerful teaching mediumwhich could be used to
convey information to students in the form of texts or graphics
or both. in addition to their normal classes. However, the
program construction phase would require a large amount of time
to develop only a few hours of lessons. But that would not be an
obstacle to those teachers who enthusiastically want to have CAI
programs implemented. Once a program is created, it could be used
as a prototype for creating another one with less amount of time.
If such a commitmentis carried on, your institution will be able
to set up a large number of successful CAI programs in a
relatively short time.
Main CAI program for Introduction to Pneumatics
with PC Storywritten Board version 1.0
11. I 111:: I 1111111 : 1111111111 : 1111 : 1111 : 111111 : 111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 111111: 10 scazeu
1:cu :/mum :9 : 1: 1:muu:1m1:1m::wu: 1- n:1w-19: 1- n
2:1mm:/mwmn:1mmLmc: 1: 1:uM1:1ms:1w1:Mm: n- w:1n-1»: n- u
1: :nnnu1:wmmmm : 1: 1:1nu :mu :mu:1m1:u1-n1:n1-n1:u1-m1
1: :mmmn:mmmm: 1: H1m1:mu:mu:mm:u-nusu-nu n-m
1: :nunn :9 : 1: 1:1mm1:mu IWMIFMLI 1-29:u1-m9: 1-29
1: :¢wnn-:mmm1n : 1: 1:rm: IWM:mM:1m1: 1-21:u1-11: 1-21mwmn:1mmLnc . . ww :1n1:1 1:m : n 1w-1n: n
1: :mnmnt:mmmmm : 1: 1:1m1 :mw1:mm:1m1: 1-n1:u1-n2: 1-no
9: :/mwun:1mmLmc : 1: 1:ww :1n1:1w1:Mm: 1-1u:1w-1w: 1-1n
m: :/mwmn:1mmLmc : 1: 1:ww :1mm:1m1:Mm: 1-2m:1w-2u: 1-2%
u: :/mwun:1mmLnc : 1: 1:ww :1u1:1w1:mm: 1-2u:1w-2m: 1-zu
n: :/mwmn:1mmLmc : 1: 1:ww :1mm:1m1:mm: 1-2n:1w-1n: 1-2%
H: :/mwmn:1mmLmc : 1: 1:ww ILHIINWEIMMI 1-1u:1w-1n: 1-1“
u: :/Mwun:1mm1nc : 1: 2:mM :1w1:1m1:mm: 1-1u:1w-1n: 1-1u
u: :/mum :9 * : 1: 1:mwM:1ms:1m1:wu: 1- n:1w-1n: 1- n
M! I/mwmn:1mm1mc: 1: 1:wu1:111:1w1:mm: n- n:2w-2n: 9- n
u: :/mwun:1mm1Mc: 1: 1:wm :1u1:1w1:nm:2u- n:1w-1M:2u- n
u: :mmun:mmmMc : 1: 1:ww :un:1wu1mH2w-wH1w-unzm-we
n: :/mwmn:1mm1mc: 1: 1:ww :1u1:1m1:mm:2u-1n:1w-1u:2n-1n
m: I/mwun:1mm1mc : 1:- 1:ww :1n1:1w1:Mm:2n-1w:1w-2m:2n-1w
u: :/mwun:1mm1mc : 1: 1:ww :1u1:1w1:Mm:2u-2n:1w-1w:2u-2n
n: :/mwmn:1mm1mc: 1: 1:wm :1u1:1w1:mm:2u-1u:1w-1u:2u-1u
21 : : /1111111: : 111111.111 : 1 : 1 : 1131 : 1:11 : 1111 : 1111 : 211 - 111 : 111 - 111 : 211 - 111
u: :/mwmn:1mm1mc: 1: 1:ww :1H1:1ms:Mm:2u-1u:1w-1w:2n-1u
HI I/um: :1nu1n : 1: 1: : . . . . .
21:mm :mwmn1:mw1n : 1: 1:1nm1:mM IWMIFMLI 1- 1:u1-u1: 1- 1
n:1wm:/mwn :1 : 1: 1: : I I I I I
NI I/NW IEW I 0I 0I I I I I I I
n: :/nu IGMOMWI I 1: 1: I I I I I I
w: :/nu :1mouw2 : 1: 1: I I 1: I . .
MI :/Nu IGMOMWS : 1: 1: I I I I I I
1H :/m1 :wwum : 1: H I I I I I I
u: :/nu :1m1mw1 I 1: 1: I I I I I I
u: :/nu IGMOMW6 : 1: 1: I I I I . .
u: :/nu IGMOMWI : 1: 1: I I I I I I
u: :/um :1mw1uc : 1: 1: I I I I . .
u: :/wmn IHMN : 1: 1: I I I I I I
33 : nguu: : /0151111: : n[uu1_p]c : o I 0 I INSIAN I HOME I NONE 3 FULL E 145 - 142 E 512 - 406 E 145 - 142
n: :/mwn '1 : 1: 1: I I . . . .
w: :/um :1momm : 1: 1: I I I I I I
u: :/nu :cmw1mm : 1: 1: I I I I I I
n: :/nu :1mwsm1 : 1: 1: I I I I I I
a: '/nu :1mw1w1 : 1: 1: I I I I I I
u: :/nu IGMOMWZ : 1:. 1: I I I I I I
u: :/mm: :1mm : 1: 1: I I I I I I
11 : 11112 : /1131111: : n[uu2_p]c : 1 : 1 : 111111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 129 - 111 : 121 - 112 3 129 - 111
H: ' mwn '1 ' 1' 0: I I . . . 1
n: Efinm Esmomm : 1: 1: I I I I I I
n: :/nu Icmwcm : 1: 1: I I I I I I
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: sm : /oxsvum :scvu .PlC
: /DISPLAY!mm .m
: /msmva :scm .m
IANINEI .PIC
I /AEIDRNI I
DPIS I IDISPLAY3 IDCYL1 .PIC
I /DISPLAY‘ IDCYL2 .PIC








IANE I /DISPLAY’ IVANNOIOR.PIC
IANINEI .PlC
PISN I /DISPLAY‘ IP1SNOIOR.PIC
IANYNEI .PIC
SIIN I /DISPLAY‘ ISNINOIOR.PlC
IANYNEY .PlC
I /REIUBNI I
PU22 I /DISPLAY‘ IB22S1C .PIC
I /DISPLAY‘ IB22S2C .P1C













PRI2 I /DISPLAY‘ IPI2Pl .P1C
I /DISPLAY‘ IPI2P2 .PlC
I /DISPLAY‘ IPI2P1 .PIC
IANINEV .P1C




I /DISPLAY‘ IR1I25lC .P1C
I /DISPLAY‘ IRlI2S2C .P1C
I /DISPLAY‘ IRII2S1C .PIC
IANYKEI .P1C
PNI21 I /DISPLAY‘ IPI2S1 .P1C
I /DISPLAY‘ IPI2S2 .PlC
I /DISPLAY‘ IPI2Sl .P1C
IANYKEI .PIC
I /NEIURNI I
-n-n-nw-u-n-n-n-n-H-n-nw-I-n-n-we-na I-nw-g-n-n-n-n-nwu-nw-uwu- -I 9 Hn -awn
22232232238222»:3 3333 323339
I/I¢n<n¢o¢n¢n<Ja¢nI.n</Icncncncnsocncncncnuacnsocnd/>U3:/910:»1.aya</nuncncnc l50¢/aura)
:—4_.—a_¢—:_¢—q_q—¢_q—¢_.—a_.—a_ge_g——.@—¢—o_1—-=—u—a—u—¢:@-—¢ u_¢.=—a—¢_g qg—c—o—c. a6
onnot(pl0-!-:can(aton
333333333323233333£3333333EZ3Zi§§§222i3§Z§§§§€§§§§€§2§


































































1 - I56 I
1 - I56 I





1 - I56 I
55 - 61 I
1 - I56 I
l - I56 I
11 ' 21
1 - I56
11 - 21 .
1 - I56 I






LINE I AREA I FAON PICIUNE IO SCREEN
I
6ID - IBO I 1 - I56
11 - 51 I 592 - 255 I 17 - 51
6ID - IBO I 1 - I56
6ID - IBO I 1 - I56
I
I
6IO - IBO I 1 - I56
5BI - 2I5 I 55 - 6O
6ID - IBO I 1 - I56
6IO - IBO I 1 - I56
I
I
6ID - IBO I 1 - I56
6DO - 2B5 I 55 - 61
6ID - IBO I 1 ' I56
6IO - IBO I 1 - I56
I
I
101 ' 116 I 552 - 175
6ID - IBD I 1 - I56
101 - 116 I 552 - 115
6IO - IBO I 1 - I56
101 - 116 ' 552 - 175
6ID - I80 I 1 ' I56
I
I
lD1 - 116 I 552 - 115
216 - 5II II111 - 5I
101 - 116 I 552 - 175
6ID - IBO I 1 - I56
I
I
1D1 - 116 I 552 ' 175
256 - 55B I 25 - 5O
1D1 - 116 I 552 - 175
6ID - IBD I 1 - I56
1D1 - 116 I 552 ' 175
2IB - 552 I I9 - I6
101 - 116 I 552 - 175
6ID - IBO I 1 - I56
I
I
101 - 116 I 552 ' 175
5II - 279 I I9 - ID
101 - 116 I 552 - 175
6IO - IBO I 1 - I56
MO-IWI'1'I%
6ID - IBO I l - I56
6D2 - I19 I 595 - 94
6ID - IBD I 1 - I56
5II - 506 I 55 - I6
556 - 299 I 25 ' 57
5II - 506 I 25 - I5
6ID - IBO I 1 - I56
6ID - I80 I 1 - I56
512 - 2B9 I 55 - 5I
6ID - IBO I l - I56
6IO - IBO I 1 - I56
I
IINE I IRII I NEIHOU I DIR
Appendix I
LINE I RREI I FRON PICTURE IO SCREEN11. 1 11111 1 1111111 1 1111111115
151 1 21522 1 /1151111: 115211 .111
151 1 1 /1111111: 115212 .111
111 I I /1151111: 115211 .111
I61 I I /SHOII IINIIEY .PIt
112 1 1 /1111111: 1152111 .111
115 1 1 /11511111 1152112 .111
111 1 1 /1151111: 1152151 .111
115 I I /1111: 1111111 .111
111 1 1 /111u11- 1
111 1 1111 1 /1151111: 11111 .111
111 1 1 /51111 1111111 .111
111 1 1 /111u11- 1
111 1 1111 1 /11s1111- 1111111 .111
111 I I /1111111: 1111112 .111
112 I I /1151111: 1111111 .111
111 1 1 /5111: 1111111 .111
111 1 1 /1111111 1
115 1 11111 1 /1111111: 111111 .111
111 1 1 /5111: 1111111 .111
111 1 1 /1111111 1
111 1 111 1 /1151111- 1111 .111
111 1 1 /5111: 1111111 .111
111 1 1 /111111: 1
111 1 5111 1 /11s1111- 15111111 .111
112 1 1 /5111: 1111111 .111
115 1 1 /111111: 1
111 1 11511 1 /1151111: 1111111 .111
115 1 1 /51111 1111111 .111
111 1 1 /111u11- 1
111 1 111 1 /1111111: 1115111 .111
111 : I /5101: 1111111 .111
111 1 1 /1151111: 11s115co1.111
111 I I /5111: 1111111 .111
111 1 1 /1151111: 1111111 .111
112 1 1 /5111: 1111111 .111
111 I I /1151111: 1111111 .111
111 1 1 /1111: 1111111 .111
115 1 1 /111111: 1
111 1 11111 1 /11511111 11111111 .111
111 1 1 /1151111: 11111111 .111
111 1 1 /5111: 1111111 .111
111 1 1 /1111111 1
211 1 1115 1 /11511111 11115111 .111
211 1 1 /1151111: 11115112 .111
212 1 1 /11511111 11115111 .111
211 I 1 /5111: 1111111 .111
104 I 1 /1111111 1
215 1 1111 1 /1151111: 11111111 .111
206 I 1 /1151111: 11111112 .111
207 I 1 /1151111: 11111111 .111
I08 I 1 /5111: 1111111 .111
209 I I /1111111 1
211 1 15111 1 /1151111: 1111s1111.111
111 I I /1151111! :c1151112.111 -1-nn -n--1-n-nwu-vsvs-vsvI'V\-VI-v'|'vI'v'I'VI-VI-n-n‘V1-Hn nvi =2:53»::93»:: 3:33»2at3 9 »:2 snubacouac q./>1/>¢/59):»z cn ncncocncncocoy:‘nant/>uau>.¢ ¢_.—¢=—._._q—a=_._..q—u©-—_._a9_¢..—u_._q_._¢_¢cc_._.¢a_.¢_._ _¢—c¢ a—¢


















































































































































11 - 21 1 111 - 111 1 512 - 115
25 - 11 1 111 - 211 : 25 - 11
11 - 21 1 111 - 111 1 511 - 115
1 - 111 1 111 - 111 1 1 - 151
11 - 11 1 111 - 111 1 512 - 111
11 - 11 1 111 - 211 I 11 - 11








101 - I16 I 552 - I75
I
II - 21 I
I9 - 61 I 207 - 191 I I9 ‘ 61
I9 - 68 I 208 - I95 I I9 - 68
I - I56 I 6IO ~ I80 I I ' I56
I I
I
II - II I 101 - 116 I 552 - I75
I - I56 I 6IO - I80 I I - I56
I I
I I
II - 21 I IOI - I16 I 552 - 175
I - I56 I 6IO - I80 I I ' I56
I I
I I
ll ' 21 I IO] - I16 I 552 - 175
I ' I56 I 6IO - I80 I I - I56
I I
I I
II - 21 I IUI - I16 I 552 - I75
I - I56 I 6IO - I80 I I - I56
I I
I I
I ' 1 I 6IO - I57 I I - I
I - I56 I 6IO - I80 I I - I56
I - I56 I 6IO - I80 I I ' I56
I - I56 I 6IO - I80 I 1 - I56
I-I%I HO-IWI I'I%
I ~ I56 I 6IO - I80 I I ~ I56
I - I56 I 6IO - I30 I I - I56
I - I56 I 6IO - I80 I I ~ I56
I I
I I
I - I I 6IO - I57 I I - I
I ' I I 6IO - I57 I I ' 1
l - I56 I 6IO - I80 I I - I56
I I
I I
I - I56 I 640 - I80 I I - I56
NI- %I WI-ZNI NI‘ H




I - I56 I 6IO - I80 I I - I56







I - I56 I 6IO - I80 I I - I56
I - I56 I 6IO - I80 I I - I56
I II I
I I I
NONE I FULL I I - I56 I 6IO - I80 I 1 - I56
I
I III - 50 I 568 - III I 157 ' 58
Appendix I
11' 1 11111 1 1111111 1 11"1111111 1 1111 1 '11‘ 1 NEINOI I DIR I LINE I Iaen I raon PICIURE I0 SCREEN
212 I I /IISPIIII IClRSPEE3.PIc I rIsI
IHI IIMwm"Iu“"“Im IHMI gI:$fiI:?EIlWEIMMIlH- w:Iu~InI1u- w
III I I ISIOII IIIIIII _IIc I IISI I II I FIDE I I ME I Home I FULL I I - 456 I III - Ian I I - 456
III I I IIIIIIII I I I I I I I one I NONEI IPARII I - I56 : III - III I I - III
216 : IIIII I /nIsIIIII 'CIRIlHE .Plt I IIsI I ' ' I I I I
“II Elm“. hm“I “I III I OIIBMNINMEImul mu: I-I%I uo-Iw1 1­
I I I SI I 30 I ffiflf no“ I NOIIE I IP I I 455
III I . /nsrunus I I I I I I I I I IIII 1 - 456 : III - Ian : I - III
219 I IPIES ' /IISPIIII 'ClRPflESl.PIC I rIsI I ' ' ' I ' '
220 I 1 /snout IIIIIEI .PIC I rIsI I II 1 IIII11 I III: I III: I II1I I 1 '~111 1 11° ' 11° 1 1 ' 151
2“ I I /IIIEIIIIIII; I I I I I I I I 1 - 455 I “Q - “II I I _
222 I 601 I /oIsIIIII ICIRORI .Plc I IIII I I 1 IISIII I IOII I IOII I 1 1 I 111
223 I I /snout IIIIIEI PIC I rIsI I 1 ' I I INII I I - I56 I III - III I I .. 30 I HIIIE I IIOIIE II . 456
131 mm 1I$gM1 1 1 °1 01 I 1 111 “nu 1 1“1 “111”1 1'1“. . [III .cIaIIoI .PlC I rnsr I o I IIsIIu III; I I I I I
III I I Izgoun IIIIIII .PlC : IIsI I so I FADE I Non; I III: I IIIIII I ' II: E 2:: ' 11° 1 I ' I56I I IURI" I I 0 I 0 I I I I 1 1 I ‘ ‘W I I - [ 6
22a : svncu : /oIsIIIII '$YHDESll PIC I rIsI 1 I 1 1 ' ' 1 1- IIsI I
229 I I /I1sIIIIs I$YHDE$l2.PIC I FASI I o I aIEn11 I III: I III: I_I:II I 1 ‘ 111 I 111 ‘ III 1 I - III
230 I I /oIsIIIII ISYHDESll.Plt : rIsI I 0 : IIIII I IOIE I IOII I IIII : I: ' 11 I 511 ' II’ I II - 56
III I . IsHoII IIIIIII .PIc I IIII I II I IIIE . IOII I . I ' 1’ I II? - 209 I 25 - II
III I I /REIURNI : I I I I I : I 1°11 I IPIIII I - I56 I 640 - Ian I I - 456
III I svna I /IIEIII :9 I IIII I I I ' I I 1 IINSIAM I no»: I HOME I I . _ . I
III I I /DISPLAYI Isvn 1 1 ' ' I I "11 I III III - III I 1 - 456
235 I I /DISPLAY! IsynI IIIE 1 EIII I g I ggg: I SIIII I :g:E I PRRI I 1 - 44 I 152 - II I 1 - II
236 I ' /DISPLAY! 'SYHl PIC 1 rIsI 1 1 ' I I PINI I III - II I 640 - I2 I III - III _ I 0 I I
III I I /nIsvIIII ISYHI .PlC I rIsI I I I III: 1 IIII1 I III: I IIII I III 1 I1 I 111 ' 111 1 1 ‘ 77I ' /DISPLAY‘:sIII ' ' I I ‘ 1 I 11° ' III ' I85 - II
III I I IDISPIIII ISIII .:IE I IIII I I I III: I IIIII I HOMEI PARI I 1 - 166 I 152 - III I 1 - 166I . I I I _
III I I /IIIIIIII :svII .PlC I FASI I 0 I PUSH 1 RIGHI 1 III: I IIII I 11I III I 111 1 111 1 111 ' 111II I ' IIISPIIII Is nl . I I I I I I I I I ' I III - I24 I l - 2sI
:17 I I /n1svIIII ISYHI .PIc I Ens] I I 1 III: I IIIII I III: I IIII I 11: 1 III I 111 ' 111 1 115 ' 111II . I /IISIIIII IsInI .PIC I rIsI I 1 1 1 ' ' 1 I 111 ' 111 1 1 ' 111
III I I ISIIII IIIIIEI ‘III I IISI I I: I III: I LEFI I HOMEI PIII I III - I53 I 640 - I05 I III - 353
III I I IIII , . I I I I NONE . NONE. IPIRII I - I56 I III - I30 I I - Is
I 1 111 I9 I “$1 I 0 I INSHN 1 NONE 1 IIOIIEH FULL I _ I I 1
111 1 1 10111111‘ 15NN1 -PIC I FISI I o I PUSH 1 RIGHI 1 NONE 1 IIII 1 1 1:1 1 111 1 111 1 1 1 11111 I 1 /NISPIIII IsInI PIC I IIsI I 1 I I I . - . 152 - II I 1 - III - o I PUSH LEFI HOME III I . .
III I I /DISPLAY‘ Isvnz PIC 1 rIsI 1 1 1 1 ' 1 ‘ 111 11 I 111 ' 11 1 111 ' 11- 0 ' PUSH I RIGHI I NONE I P I .
249 I I /DISPM" Isnn PIC 1I IIISI 1I 1 I I I MI I I I3 I 160 ' H9 1 I ' 73- 0 I PUSH LEFI MORE P . '
150 I I /DISPLAYI IsIn2 PIC 1 rIsI 1 1 1 ' 111 ' 111 11 I 11° ' 111 1 111 ' 11. 0 I p I _ I
III I I /n1sIIIII Isvnz .PlC I IIII I I I III: I IIII1 I III: I IIII I III III I 111 ‘ 111 1 1 ‘ 15‘2 . I /nIsPIIII ISIH2 PIC I rIsI I 1 I I ' I ' I 111 ' 111 1 115 I III
III I I IIISIIIII ISIII -III I IISI I o I PUSH I RIGHI I none I PARI I 1 - III I 152 - 326 I 1 - 242
III I I IIISIIIII IIIII -PIC I II . 0 . PUSH . LEFI . HOMEI PARI I III —259 I III - 320 I III - 259- SI ' I USH I RIGHI I OME I I - I 1
255 I I /DISPMII 1IsYII2 PIC II FA I I I I I PERI I 1 333 I 150 ‘ I05 1 I ' 333- SI 1 0 ' PUSH ' LEFI I non; I I - I '
III I . IIOI, I I I I . . . PARI . 135 III III - I01 I Ias - 338
III I I ICIEIII IIIIIII .PIC I IIII I II I IIIIII I none I HOMEI IPIRII 1 - 456 I III - III I 1 - I56
I
III I 1 11111111‘ 15111 -116 I FISI I o 1 PUSH 1 :111I 1 ISII 1 1:11 1 1 1 1:: 1 1:1 1 111 1 1 1 111I I /IIsIIIII ISYHI 91¢ I IIsI I 1 I I I I ' I 1 1 ' 11 1 I ‘ II
“II IIm”u"II“I-“I I . 0.PMH .lHI .mu: MM:n7- “I “I- n. u,_ “. rIsI I o I PUSH I RIGHI I IOII I . _ . I
161 I I /0IsIIIII 1sIII PIC 1 1 1 ' ' ' 1111 ' 1 11 I 111 ' 111 1 1 ‘ 15I M51 0 PUSH 1 LEE] I IIOII I I _
111 1 I /IISIIIII 1SIH3 PIC 1 1 1 1 ' 1 ' 1111 ' 111 11 I 111 ‘ 111 1 111 ' 77I - . FISI I o I PUSH I anon! I none I I - .
111 1 I /DISPLAY! Isvns Plc I ' I I I . PARI . 1 156 . I60 - 235 I 1 - III- FASI ' 0 1 PUSH ' LEE] non; I I - I 1
264 I I IIIIIIII. ISIII III I I I I I . PIRI . 185 I71 . III - 226 I Iss - III
III I I I - I FISI . I . PUSH I RIGHI I HOMEI IIII I 1 - III I Is - I _I 1 INISPIIII Isvns .PIC I rIsI I 0 I PUSH I LEFI I NONEI IIII I III - 258 I III —I11 I 111 - 111
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I0. I UIBEI. I COHHAND I PRRAHEIERS I IIHE I I4]! I IIEIHOD I DIR I LINE I MN I FROM PICIURE 10 Scam:
244 : : /4141141: :4144 .114 : 1441 I 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 444 : 144 - 444 : 1 - 444
141 : : /41411411 :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 144 - 441 : 444 - 444 : 144 - 441
144 : : /44411 :441411 .114 : 1441 : 44 : 1441 : 4441 : 4441 : 11441: 1 - 444 : 444 - 444 : 1 - 444
1w: :/mum :1 :MM: 4:mnm:4m1:4w1:wu: 1~4u:4w-4w: 1-4%
114 I I /41411411 :4141 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 44 : 141 - 14 : 1 - 44
111 : : /41411411 :4141 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 111 - 44 : 444 - 11 : 111 - 44
211 I I /41411411 :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 14 : 114 - 144 : 1 - 14
114 : : /41411411 :4444 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 144 - 44 : 444 - 141 : 144 - 44
214 I I /4141141: :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 141 : 144 - 144 : 1 - 141
114 : : /41411411 :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 144 - 111 : 444 - 114 : 144 - 111
114 : : /41411411 :41n4 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 244 : 144 - 441 : 1 - 144
111 : : 54141141: :4v44 .114 E 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 114 - 114 : 444 - 414 : 114 - 114N4 IDHMM3fiH4Jw .1 . .1m mw1:mM:1m : 1 u :n1-n4: 1 M7
111 : : /41411411 :4444 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 144 - 444 : 444 - 414 : 144 - 444
244 I I /44411 :441111 .114 : 1441 : 44 : 1441 : 4441 : 4441 : 11441: 1 - 444 : 444 - 444 : 1 - 444
141 : : /411441 :1 : 1441 : 4 : 144144 : 4441 : 4441 : 1411 : 1 - 444 : 444 - 444 : 1 - 444
141 I I I4141141n :4141 .114 I 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 44 : 141 - 14 : 1 - 44
144 I I /4141141: :4441 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1411 : 111 - 44 : 444 - 11 : 111 — 44
244 : : /41411411 :4444 I114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 41 : 144 - 144 : 1 - 41
144 : : /41411411 :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 141 - 44 : 444 - 144 : 141 - 44
144 : : /4141141: :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 144 : 111 - 141 : 1 - 144
141 : : /4141141: :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 144 - 111 : 444 - 114 : 144 - 111
144 : : /41411411 :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 144 : 114 - 444 : 1 - 244
241 : : /4141141: :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 111 - 144 : 444 - 414 : 111 - 144
114 : : /41411441 :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 441 : 144 - 414 : 1 - 441
111 I I I41s1141: :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 141 - 441 : 444 - 411 : 141 - 441
111 : : /44414 :441111 .114 : 1441 : 44 : 1441 : 4441 : 4441 : 11441: 1 - 444 : 444 - 444 : 1 - 444
1%: :/mum :1 IMMI 4:mMm:4m1:4m1:wu: 1-4u:4w-4w: 1-4%
214 I I /41411411 :4111 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 44 : 141 - 14 : 1 - 44
114 : : /41411411 :4141 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 111 - 44 : 444 - 12 : 111 - 44
114 I I /41411411 :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 44 : 144 - 144 : 1 - 44
111 : : /41411411 :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 111 - 41 : 444 - 144 : 111 - 11
114 : : /41411411 :s144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 111 : 144 - 244 : 1 - 111
111 : : /41411411 :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 144 - 111 : 444 - 214 : 144 - 111
444 I I /41411411 :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 114 : 144 - 421 : 1 - 114
441 I I I4141141n :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 111 - 144 : 444 - 414 : 111 - 144
441 I I /41411411 :s444 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 444 : 114 - 444 : 1 - 444
444 : : /41411411 :4144 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 144 - 444 : 444 - 444 : 144 - 444
444 : : /44441 :441411 .114 : 1441 : 44 : 1441 : 4441 : 4441 : 11441: 1 - 444 : 444 - 444 : 1 - 444
4M: I/mum :1 :mn: 4:mnM:4w1:4m1:wu: 1-4u:4w-4w: 1-4%
444 : : /41411414 :4111 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 44 : 142 - 14 : 1 - 44
441 : : /41411411 :4141 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 111 — 44 : 444 - 11 : 111 - 44
S08 I I /41411411 :4141 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 14 : 114 - 142 : 1 - 14
441 : : /41411411 :4141 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 114 - 144 : 444 - 141 : 214 - 144
414 I : /4141141- :4141 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 114 : 111 - 141 : 1 - 114
411 : : /41411414 :4141 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 141 - 144 : 444 - 244 : 141 - 144
411 I I /4141141: :4141 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 111 : 114 - 444 : 1 - 111
414 : : /4141141: :4141 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 141 - 114 : 444 - 441 : 441 - 114
414 : : /41411414 :4141 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 441 : 144 - 441 : 1 - 441
315 I : /41411414 :4141 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 144 - 444 : 444 - 411 : 144 - 444
414 : : /44441 :441111 .114 : 1441 : 44 : 1441 : 4441 : 4441 : 11441: 1 - 444 : 444 ~ 444 : 1 - 444
317 I I /411441 :1 : 1441 : 4 : 144144 : 4441 : 4441 : 1411 : 1 - 444 : 444 - 444 : 1 - 444
318 I : /41411414 :4141 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 41441 : 4441 : 1441 : 1 - 44 : 141 - 14 : 1 - 44
319 I : /4141141: :4141 .114 : 1441 : 4 : 1444 : 1111 : 4441 : 1441 : 111 - 44 : 444 - 11 : 111 - 44
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11. : 11111 : 1111111 : 1111111111 : 1111 : 1111 : 111111 : 111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 1111111 11 scafgu
121 : : /11111111 :s111 .111 1 1111 I 1 : 11s1 : 11111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1 - 11 : 211 - 111 : 1 - 15
111 : I /DISPLAY‘ ISYHB .PlC . F131 I 1 I 1us1 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 251 - 111 : 111 - 155 : 251 - 111
122 I I /11111111 Isvns .910 I F13! I 0 I 1151 : 11111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1 - 115 : 111 - 251 : 1 - 111
121 : : /11111111 :s111 .111 : 11s1 : 1 : 11:1 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 211 - 111 : 111 - 211 : 211 - 111
121 : : /11111111 :s111 .111 : 1111 I 1 : 1111 : 11111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1 - 211 : 212 - 211 : 1 - 211
121 : : 1313:1111 :::1:E§11:Ic : 12:1 5 3: 5 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 251 - 211 : 111 - 111 : 251 - 211121 , , 1 . . . . . 1111 . 1111 : 1111 : 11111: 1 - 151 : 111 - 111 : 1 - 151
321 : I /REll|RH' I I 0 I 0 I I I I I : :
121 : 1111 : /1111111: :111v1111.11c : 1111 : 1 : 111111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1 --151 : 111 - 111 : 1 - 151
121 ' ' /11111 '111111 .111 ' 1111 ' 11 ' 1111 ' 1111 : 1111 ' 11111: 1 - 151 ' 111 - 111 ' 1 - 111
1115 511111111 5 I 1_:' 1: 5 :. 5 I I 5
111 : 11 : /11111111 :1111111 .111 : 1111 : 1 : 111111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1 - 151 : 111 - 111 : 1 - 111
112 : : /11111111 :1111112 .111 : 1111 : 1 : 11111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : s1 - 11 : 121 - 211 : s1 - 11
111 : : /11s1111- :1111111 .111 : 1111 : 1 : 11111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 11 - 115 : 112 - 211 : 11 - 111
111 : : /11111 :111111 .111 : 1111 : 11 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 11111: 1 - 111 : 111 - 111 : 1 - 111
333 I I /R6131!‘ I I 0 I 0 I I I I I I I
111 : 111 : /11111111 :11111111.111 : 1111 : 1 : 113111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1 - 111 : 111 - 111 : 1 - 151
111 : I I11s11111 :11111112.111 : 1111 : 1 : 11111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 11 - 11 : 111 - 211 : 11 - 11
no: :mmmnmwwnM1:mM:1:um1:mu:1mH1nH n-1H1u-nu n-w
111 : : /1111111: :11111112,11c : 1111 : 1 : 11111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 11 - 11 : 111 - 211 : 11 - 11
1w: :/mwun:Mmnn1m:mm: 1:um1:1w1:1m1:wu: 1-1u:1w-1w: 1-1“
111 : : /1111: :111111 .111 : 1111 : 11 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 11111: 1 - 151 : 111 - 111 : 1 - 111
342 I I /REIURN' I I 0 I 0 I I I I I I I
111 : 11111 : /11111111 :11111111.11c : 1111 : 1 : 111111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 11 - 21 : 111 - 111 : 112 - 111
111 : : /11111111 :o1111121.111 : 1111 : 1 : 11111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 11 - 211 : 111 - 211 : 11 - 211
115 : : /11111111 :11111111 111 : 1111 : 1 : 11111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 11 - 21 : 111 - 111 : 512 - 111
111 : : /11111 :111111 .111 : 1111 : 11 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 11111: 1 - 151 : 111 - 111 : 1 - 111
347 I I /REIURN' I I I 0 I I I I I I I
111 : 1111 : /11111111 :1111111 .111 : 1111 : 1 : 111111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 11 - 21 : 111 - 111 : 512 - 115
111 : : /11111111 :1111112 .111 : 1111 : 1 : 11111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 11 - 11 : 121 - 111 : 11 - 11
151 I I /11511111 :1111111 .111 : 1111 : 1 : 11111 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 11 - 21 : 111 - 111 : 152 - 115
111 : : /11111 :111111 .111 : 1111 : 11 : 1111 : 1111 : 1111 : 11111: 1 - 151 : 111 - 111 : 1 - 111
332 I I /REIURN' I I 0 I 0 I I I I I I I
333 I I ' I I 0 I 1 I I I I I I I
331 I I /‘END I I 0 I 0 I I I I I I I
Student identification input program
written with GH-BASIC, compiled with QUICKBASIC
10 CLS : SCREEN 0: KEY OFF: IZOLCR 9. 9: CLS : COLOR O. 7
20 LGZATE2. 13: PRINT STRING$(1. 32): : PRINT STRING$(1. 201):
30 PRINT STRING$(53. 205); : PRINT STRING$(1. 187); : PRINT STRING$(1, 32)
40 LGZATE3. 13: PRINT STRING$(1. 32): : PRINT STRING$(1. 186):
50 PRINT STRINl3$(53. 32): : PRINT STRING$(1. 136): : PRINT STRING$(1. 32)
60 LIIATE 4. 13: PRINT STRING$(1. 32): 2 PRINT STRING$(1. 200):
70 PRINT STRING$(53. 205); : PRINT STRING$(1. 166): : PRINT STRING$(1. 32)
BO wLCR 0. O
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LEATE 4. 70: PRINT STRING$(2. 177)
LEATE 5, 15: PRINT STRING$(57. 177)
COL$4.7
LGZATE7. 6: PRINT STRING$(1. 32): : PRINT STRING$(1. 201):
PRINT STRING$(64. 205): : PRINT STRING$(1. 187): : PRINT STRING$(1. 32)
F®I=BTO21
LUZATEI. 6: PRINT STRING$(1. 32): : PRINT STRING$(1. 186):
PRINT STRING$(64. 32): : PRINT STRING$(1. 136): 5 PRINT STRING$(1. 32)
NEXTI
LCIZATE22. 6: PRINT STRING$(1. 32): : PRINT STRING$(1. 200):
PRINT STRING$(40. 205);
PRINT STRING$(24u 205); : PRINT STRING$(1. 188); : PRINT STRING$(1. 32)
FCRI=BT023
COLG?0. 0: LIATE I. 74: PRINT STRING$(2. 177)
NEXT I
LXATE 23. 32 PRINT STRING$(6B. 177)
LGEATE3. 28: COLQ 1. 7: PRINT "INTREIIKZTIOI T0 PNEU'¥§TICS"
LCIIHTE 7. 26: COLCR 15. 4: PRINT " STUDENT IDENTIFICATIEN INPUT "
LUZRTE7. 56: COLORO. 7: PRINT STRING$(1. 220)
LCIIATEB. 27: PRINT STRING$(30. 223)
DAT$=DATE$ : TIM$=TIP‘IE$
LUIATE 10. 12: COLCR 15. 5: PRINT " Today Date : ": DATES; " "
LIIZATE 10. COLOR O. 7: PRINT "\"
LIIIATE 11. . COLORO. 7: PRINT STRING$(2S. 223)
LGZATE10. COLOR15. 2: PRINT " Registered Time : "; TIMES; " "
LOCATE COLOR o, 7: PRINT "\"
LIATE COLQ 0. 7: PRINT STRING$(23. Z23)
LCIZATE 20: CDLG? 11. 1: PRINT " Name 3 "
LC£ATE COL$ 0. 7: PRINT "\"
LOCATE COLQ 0. 7: PRINT STRING$(3. 223)
LIATE COL% 14. 3: PRINT "
LCIZATE COLOR O. 7: PRINT "\"
LIATE COLCRO. 7: PRINT STRING$(36. 223)
LCI:fiTE15. COL$ 11. 1: PRINT " Id no. : "
L$ATE COLOR0. 7: PRINT "\"




460 LIATE 15. 32: COLCR14. 3: PRINT "
470 LIIZATE15. 46: IIJLGR O. 7: PRINT "\"
480 LEATE 16, 33: COLORO. 7: PRINT STRING$(14, 223)
490 LUIATE 17. 20: COLCR 11. 1: PRINT " Year : "
500 L¢ATE 17. 23: COL% 0. 7: PRINT "\"
510 LGZATE18. 21: COLCRO. 7: PRINT STRING$(B. 223)
520 UIATE 17. 32: COLU? 14. 3: PRINT "
530 LGIATE 17. 48: COLCR0. 7: PRINT "\"
540 LUZATE19. 33: IIJLQ O. 7: PRINT STRING$(16. 223)‘
550 LCIATE 19. 19: CDLCR11. 1: PRINT " Clafi : "
560 L¢ATE 19. 28: COLQ O. 7: PRINT "\"
570 LCIEATE20. 20: COL$ 0. 7: PRINT STRING$(9, 223)
580 LUZATE19. 32: COLW 14, 3: PRINT "
590 LCIIRTE 19, 55: COLORO. 7: PRINT "\"
600 LUZATE20. 33: COLCRO. 7: PRINT STRING$(23. 223)
610 LCIZATE13. 32: COLOR 15. 3: INPUT "". NN1$
620 LE = LEN(NN’1$)
630 IF LE > 29 THEN GOSLB 870: GOTO 360
640 LEISATE15. 32: COLOR 15. 3: INPUT "", ION!­
65O IDS%= VAL(IDN$)
660 IF IDsx< 1 ER IDS%> 10000 THEN GOSLB 920: GOTO 640
670 LEIIATE17. 32: COLQ 15. 3: INPUT "". YEA$
630 LGZATE 19. 32: COLOR 15. 3: INPUT "". CLA$
saocmnno,1 9
700 [PEN "R". 01. "SCCI-?E.DAT". 60
710 FIELD 91.29 AS NA$.5 AS ID$.10 AS YE$.15 AS CL!-.3 AS SC$.1O AS DA$.6 AS TI$
720 LSET NA$ = NPM$
730 LSET IDS = IDN$
740 LSET YES = YEA$
750 LSET CL$ = CLAS
760 LSET DA$ = DATS
770 LSET TI$ = TI|'1$
790 PUT O1, IDSX
790 CLOSE O1
600 CLS
810 OPEN"R". :2, "temp.dat". 5
B20 FIELD O2. 5 AS IDS
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830 LSET IDS = I048
840 PUT O2. 1
850 CL$E O2
860 END
B70 LUIATE 21. 15: COLOR 14. 7
880 PRINT“ Namecharacters entered trust not be more than 29. "
B90R'.RI=1T01000O:NEXTI
900 LGZATE21. 15: CDLCR7. 7: PRINT STRING$(55. 32)
910 RFFLR1
920 LIATE 21. 15: COLCR14. 7
930 PRINT " Id no. entered must be a number between 1 to 10000 "
94OFwI=1TD1000O:NEXTI
950 LIATE 21. 15: COLOR’7. 7: PRINT STRING$(55, 32)




written with GW-BASIC,compiled with QUICKBASIC
10 KEY arr: SCREENo: ooLoR 1, 1: CLS : coLoR o, 7
15 DIM RIGHT(10). HRONG(10)
20 MIN = 10: sec = 0: so = o: N0 = o: TI2$ = TIME$
3o TIMER oN
40 on TIMER(1) cosus 3300
so LOCATE2. 13: PRINT STRING$(1. 32): : PRINT STRING$(1. 201):
60 PRINT STRING$(5-3. 205): 2 PRINT STRINl3$(1. 167)? : PRINT STRING$(1. 32)
7o LOCATE3. 13: PRINT STRING$(1. 32); : PRINT STRING$(1. nae);
ao PRINT STRING$(53. 32); : PRINT STRING$(1. 136); : PRINT STRING$(1, 52)
9o LOCATE4, 13: PRINT STRING$(1, 32): : PRINT STRING$(1. 2oo):
100 PRINT STRING$(53. zos); : PRINT STRING$(1, 133); : PRINT STRING$(1, 32)
110Cm£R0,0
12o Looms 3. 70: PRINT STRING$(2. 177)
130 LOCATE4. 7o: PRINT STRING$(2. 177)
140 LEIZATE5. 15: PRINT STRING$(57, 177)
150 coLoR o. 7
















PRINT STRING$(64. 205): PRINT STRING$(1- 137): : PRINT STRING$(1. 32)
FQ]=eTO17
L$ATE I. 6: PRINT STRING$(1. 32): PRINT STRING$(1. 186):
PRINT STRING$(64. 32); : PRINT STRING$(1. 186): PRINT STRING$(1. 32)
NEXTI
LUZATE18. 6: PRINT STRING$(1. 32)? : PRINT STRING$(1. 199):
PRINT STRING$(40. 196)i PRINT STRING$(1. 194);
PRINT STRING$(23. 196): PRINT STRING$(1. 182): 2 PRINT STRING$(1. 32)
FCRI=19T021
LCIIATEI. 6: PRINT STRING$(1. 32): PRINT STRING$(1. 186):
PRINT STRING$(-10. 32): : PRINT STRINGSCI. 179): : PRINT STRING$(23. 32):
PRINT STRING$(1 . 186): PRINT STRING$( 1 . 32)
ND(TI
LUZATEZ2. 6: PRINT STRING$(1. 32): 2 PRINT STRING$(1. 200):
PRINT STRING$(40. 205); PRINT STRING$(1, 207);
PRINT STRING$(23. 205); : PRINT STRING?-(1. 188): : PRINT STRING$(1. 32)
F@ I = 8 T0 23
CDLW 0. 0: LUZRTEI. 74: PRINT STRING$(2. 177)
NEXT I
LOCATE23. 8: PRINT STRING$(68. 177)
COLCR 1. 15: LCEATE 3, 31: PRINT " SELF-TEST PROGRAM"
CDLCR 0. 10: LOCATE 7. 34: PRINT " QUESTION
COLOR0. 7: LUSATEB. 35: PRINT STRING$(12. 223)
LCIZATE7. 46: PRINT STRING$(1. 220)
COLCR0, 10: LIATE 18, 22: PRINT " MESSAGE
(flu)? 0, 7: LCEATE19. 23: PRINT STRING?-(11. 7.23)
LCIZATE18, 33: PRINT STRING$(1. 220)
®LER 0. 10: LIIZATE18. 56: PRINT " SIRE
COLOR0. 7: LCIIATE19. 57: PRINT STRING$(9. 223)
LIIZATE13. 65: PRINT STRING$(1, 220)
CDLQ 1. 15
RPNDCMIZE TIMER
T = INT(FlND I: 10 + 1)
IF T = 1 THEN RESTCRE 3700
IF T = 2 THEN RESTCRE 3710
IF T = 3 THEN RESTCRE 3720
IF T = 4 THE! RESTORE 3730
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IF T = 5 THEN RasToRE 3740
IF T = 6 mm Resrme 3750
IF T = 7 THEN RI-:s1oRI: 3750
15 T = 3 THEN RESTORE 3770
IF T -= 9 THEN REsTaRE 3730
IF 1' = 10 THEN RESTORE 3790
costs 3500







LIRTE 9. 32 PRINT L0: 2 COLOR4. 7: PRINT ">"; 2 COLCR 1. 7
04 GJ GDSKB1570. 1690. 1310. 1960, 2090, 2220. 2360. 2510. 2670, 2790
NEXT L0
0994 "R". :2. "t.empL‘dat", 5
FIELD O2, 5 RS IDS




[PEN "R". #1. "SCORE.DRT", 90
FIELD 01.29 AS NH$.5 RS ID$,1O AS YE$.15 AS CL$.3 RS SC$.10 HS DH$.8 AS TI$
GET «'1. ID
CL5
COLU? 7. 7: CLS
F% I = 1 T0 25
PRINT STRING$(30, 32)3
NEXT I
LUZRTE1. 1: CULCR 10. 22 PRINT 5TRING$(30. 32)
LUIHTE 1. E: CDL$ 0. 22 PRINT " SCORE REP%T "
LCCRTE 3. 1: COLCR 1, 7: PRINT "Name Z "3
LIATE 3. B: CDLCR5, 7: PRINT NR3
LIRTE 3, 40: COL% 1, 7: PRINT "Id no. 2 "3
LUZATE 3, 49: COLU-'\‘5. 72 PRINT IDS
UJIATE 4. 1: CDL% 1. 7: PRINT "Year 1 "I
LIHTE 4, 3: COL? 5, 72 PRINT YES
LIIATE 4. 40: COLOR1, 7: PRINT "Class : ";
LUIRTE 4_. 43: CUL$ 5. 72 PRINT CLS
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920 UIATE 5. 1: coma 1. 7: PRINT"Date of studying : ";
930 LIATE 5. 20: IELCR 5. 7: PRINT DAS
940 LCIZATE5. 40: IIJLQ 1. 7: PRINT "Starting time : ";
950 LGZATE5. 56: COLD? 5. 7: PRINT TI$
960 LUZATE6. 1: UJLQ 1. 7: PRINT "Date of testing : ";
970 LCIZATE6. 20: CDLQ 5. 7: PRINT DATES
980 LCIZATE6. 40: COLE 1. 7: PRINT "Starting time : ";
990 LIIEATE6. 56: COLOR5. 7: PRINT H23
1000 LGZATE7. 1: COLOR1. 7: PRINT "Time spent for studying : ":
1010 TI1$ = TI$
1020 H1 = VAL(LEFT$(TI1$. 2))
1030 M1 = VAL(MID$(TI1$. 4. 2))
1040 s1 = VAL(RIGHT$(TI1$. 2))
1050 H2 = VAL(LEFT$(TI2$. 2))
1060 M2 = W-\L(MID$(TI2$. 4. 2))




1110 LIATE 7. 27: UJLUR 5, 7: PRINT H;
1120 COLOR1. 7: PRINT "hour(s)":
1130 COLOR 5. 7: PRINT M:
1140 COLOR1. 7: PRINT "minute(s)“;
1150 CDLIF 5, 7: PRINT 5:
1160 COLOR1. 7: PRINT "second(s)"
1170 TI3$ = TIMES
1180 H3 = VAL(LEFT$(TI3$. 2))
1190 M3 = VAL(l'1ID$(TI3$. 4, 2))




1240 LCI:ATEB. 1: COLOR1. 7: PRINT "Time spent for testing : "3
1250 IEATE 3. 27: DJLUR 5. 7: PRINT H:
1260 COLOR1. 7: PRINT "hour(s)":
1270 COLOR5. 7: PRINT H:
1290 COLCR1. 7: PRINT "minute(s)";
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1290 sown 5. 7: PRINT5;
1300 COLCR1. 7: PRINT "second(9)"
1310 LCCATE0. 7: COLCR2. 7: PRINT STRING$(60. 205)
1320 LEIZATE10. 10: cows: 0. 7: PRINT "Item"
1330 LCIZATE10. 30: COL$ 0. 7: PRINT "Right"
1340 LCIZATE10. 50: l'.I3L$ O. 7: PRINT "wrong"
1350 LCCATE11. 1: COLOR2. 7: PRINT STRING$(90. 205)
1350 FER I = 1 TO 10
1370 LGZATE11+I.10:COLCR 0.7:PRINT I;TAB(30):RIGHT(I):T%(50);M-3346(1)
1330 ND(T I
1390 LGIRTE 22. 1: COL% 2. 7: PRINT STRING$(B0. 205)
1400 CUL$ 1: LIATE 23. 25: PRINT "Sum":
1410 LUZRTE23. 30: COLCR 5. 7: PRINT R:
1420 LGZATE23. 45: COLOR 1. 7: PRINT “Sum";
1430 LIATE 23. 50: COLCR5. 7: PRINT H
1440 COLCR1: LCIZATE16. 62: PRINT "Average ": : COLOR5. 7: PRINT R I 10;
1450 R = R 3 10
1460 R3 = STR$(R)
1470 LSET SC-$ = RS
1430 PUT 01. ID
1490 COLCR 1. 7: PRINT " X"
1500 LGZATE25. 1: COLOR2, 2: PRINT STRING$(8-0. 32):
1510 LIIIATE25. 27: COLER4, 2: PRINT " Press":
1520 G3L$ 11. 2: PRINT " ENTER":
1530 011% 4. 2: PRINT" to continue... "; : INPUT"", A
1540 COLOR15. 1: as
1550 CLEBE I1
1560 END
1570 PRINT" which one is the positive-displacement compressor?"
1580 LGZATE11. 15: PRINT "a) Pieton—type compressor"
1590 LCCATE12. 15: PRINT "b) Axial-flow compressor"
1600 LGEATE13. 15: PRINT "c) Radial—f1ow compressor"
1610 LCCATE14. 15: PRINT ":0 sliding-vane compressor"
1620 SOLUS = "a"
1630 wo1s = "b"
1640 lI@2$ = "c"






1690 PRINT" which one is used for sin9le—actin9 cvlinder?"
1700 LIIZATE11. 15: PRINT "a) 2/2-way valve"
1710 LUEATE12. 15: PRINT "b) 3/2-way valve"
1720 LG:ATE13. 15: PRINT "c) 4/2-way valve"
1730 LCIZATE14. 15: PRINT "d) 5/2-way valve"
1740 SDLUS = "b"
1750 R13 = "a"
1760 kR02$ = "c"




1610 PRINT" what is the purpose of the lubricator?"
1820 LCIZATE10. 15: PRINT "a) to clean the air by means of the oil mist"
1830 LEIZATE11. 15: PRINT"b) to combine water with oil in order to extract"
1540 L$ATE 12. 15: PRINT " water from the air"
1850 LCIZATE13. 15: PRINT"c) to enrich the air with the oil mist in order to "
1360 LIJZATE14. 15: PRINT " lubricate the moving parts"
1870 LCIEATE15. 15: PRINT"d) to trap particles of dirt in the oil mist and "
1330 LGIATE16. 15: PRINT" collect them in the bowl of the lubricator"
1390 SULLS = "c"
1900 kR01$ = "a"
1910 H-102$ = "b"




1960 PRINT" which component of the pressure guage converts"
1970 LUZATE10. 10: PRINT " the pressure to be measured into a movement?"
1960 LEIZATE12. 15: PRINT "a) Tube spring or bourdon tube"
1990 LEIZRTE13. 15: PRINT "b) Lever
2000 LEBATE14. 15: PRINT "c) Pointer
2010 LCIZATE15. 15: PRINT "d) Gear rack segment and pinion"
2020 SDLUS =_ "a"
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2030 bRO1$ = "D"
2040 mozs = "c"




2090 PRINT" where should the service unit be arranged in the"
2100 LIATE 10. 10: PRINT " pneumatic system?"
2110 LOCATE12. 15: PRINT "a) immediately in frcnt of each working element"
2120 LIIATE13. 15: PRINT"b) immediately next to the air compressor"
2130 LEATE 14. 15: PRINT"c) immediately in front of each pneumatic system"
2140 LGZATE15. 15: PRINT "d) anywhere in the pneumatic system"
2150 SOLU$ = "c"
2160 H-101$ = "a"
2170 HROZS = "b"




2220 PRINT" what is the purpose of a shuttle valve?"
2230 LOCATE11, 15: PRINT"a) It should allow reversal movementof the piston."
2240 LIIATE12. 15: PRINT"b) It should allow alternate exhausting."
2250 LIIATE13. 15: PRINT"c) It should allow a devicehto be operated from two"
2260 LOCATE14. 15: PRINT " different points."
2270 LCl3ATE15, 15: PRINT "d) It should allow two pneumagic devices to be"
2230 LUZATE16. 15: PRINT " connected."
2290 SOLUS = “c"
2300 hRO1$ = "a"
2310 H-102$ = "b"




2360 PRINT" what is the purpose of a two-pressare valve?"
2370 LOCATE10. 15: PRINT"a) It is to trigger the function of a device when"
2380 LGZATE11. 15: PRINT " actuating two buttons at the same time."
2390 LIIEATE12. 15: PRINT "b) Tm pneumatic devices are to be supplied with"
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2400 LUZATE13. 15: PRINT " Pressure at the same time."
2410 LIATE 14. 15: PRINT"c) It is to enable the actuation of a device from ‘
2420 LUZATE15. 15: PRINT " two points at the same time."
2430 LEATE16. 15: PRINT"d) It is to enable operation with two pressures."
2440 SJLUS = "a"
2450 KRDIS = "b"
2460 lnRJ2$ = "c"




2510 PRINT" why does a piloted valve no longer function with"
2520 LWATE10. 12: PRINT" a uorking pressure of 1.5 bar or 21.75 psi?"
2530 LOEATE11. 15: PRINT"a) The pressure drop in the pipeline is too large."
2540 LCIIATE12. 15: PRINT"b) The guide sleeve does not seal because the acting"
2550 LUZATE13. 15: PRINT " force is too low."
2560 LCIZATE14, 15: PRINT "c) The sevice unit does not transmit such a low "
2570 LCIZATE15. 15: PRINT " working pressure."
2530 LCCATE16. 15: PRINT "d) The force due to the working pressure is not "
2590 LEIZATE17. 15: PRINT" sufficient to extend the valve plunger."
zmosmMs=‘u"
2610 WROIS = "a"





2670 PRINT" which is not the task of a single—acting cylinder?"
2660 LGZATE11. 15: PRINT "a) ejecting "
2690 LEIZRTE12. 15: PRINT "b) feeding
2700 LCIZRTE13. 15: PRINT "c) clamping
2710 LGZATE14. 15: PRINT "d) stamping "
2720 SOLUS = "d"
2730 hRO1$ = "a"
2740 H1023 = "b"





2790 PRINT" what is the purnose of a cushioned end double"
2800 LLIZATE10. 10: PRINT " acting cylinder?"
LCIZATE12. 15: PRINT "a) to reduce the impact between piston and cover."§0
2320 LIIIATE13. 15: PRINT"b) to reduce the noise of exhausted air."
2330 Lu:ATE14. 15: PRINT"c) to reduce the speed of the piston."
2840 LCD‘-ITE15. 15: PRINT"d) to reduce friction between Piston and cylinder."
2650 SOLUS = "a"
2360 91-1013 = "b"
2870 hR02$ = "C"






2940 GA = INT(RND * 6 + 1)
2950 N = 0
2960 K3 = INKEY$
2970 IF K$=SOLU$ THEN SO=SO+1:RIGHT( L0)=1:NRCNG( L0)=0:R=R+1:GOSLB 3040
2980 IF K$=l~RD1$ THEN S0=SO+O:RIGHT(LO)=0:WRONG(L0)=1:W=W+1:GOSUB 3140
2990 IF K$=|ARU2$THEN S0=S0+O:RIGHT(LD)=0:URCNG(L0)=1:H=W+1:GDSLB 3140
3000 IF K$=kF«'03$ THEN S0=S0+O:RIGHT(LO)=0:lnlRONG(L0)=1:W=W‘3-1:GOSUB 3140
3010 IF N > 0 THEN RETLRN
3020 IF K$ (> " " THEN 2960
3030 RETLRN
3040 EN QR (309.8 3260, 3230. 3300. 3320. 3340. 33-60
3050 N = 1
3060 LGZATE20. 15: PRINT STRING$(31. 32)
3070 LIIZATE20. 15: CDLIJR 5. 7: PRINT MS
3000 6050.8 3600
3090F$I =500TO2000STB’50O
3100 SUMO I. 1
3110 NEXT I

















CN@ $53 3390. 3400. 3420. 3440. 3460. 3430
N = 1
LDIATE 20. 15: PRINT STRING$(31. 32)
LCXZATE20, 15: lfiLCR 5. 7: PRINT HS
GDSLB 3600





FER I = 1 TO 5000: NEXT I
RETLRN
NS= "Congratulations! You're right."
RETIRN
Ms = "Very good! You’re a genius."
RETURN
M3= "well done! That's not bad."
RETLMI
M3= "That '9 wonderful! You made it"
RETLRN
M3= "Fantastic! That’s correct."
RETLRN
NS= "Great! That's correct."
RETLRN
M8= "Sorry! That's wrong"
RETLRN
M3= "That '3 not correct"
RETIRN
ns = "That ‘s not right“
RETIRN
ns = "Try again next time!"
RETLRN
MS= "Let's get it right next time!"
RETIRN
NS= "Don't be sad! Try again."
RETU-'\'N





















‘COLCR 1. 7: PRINT " to
LxATE 10. . PRINT STRING$(60. 32)
LGZATE11. ‘ PRINT STRINl3$(60. 32)
LGIATE 12. PRINT STRING$(60.
LxATE 13. PRINT STRING$(60.
LEATE 14. PRINT STRING$(60.
LCIZATE15. PRINT STRING$(60. 32)





LEIZATE20. 52: COLCR 1. 7: PRINT "You get"; :
Oman 1. 7: PRINT "from": :
N0 = NO + 1
RETLRI
LEIZATE20. 15: COL(fi 1. 7:
COLQ 1. 7: PRINT '
IIJLOR 1. 7: PRINT ".": :














"; : COLOR 10. 7: PRINT "
COLG-"Q11. 7: PRINT SO:
COLCF 11, 7: PRINT NO: COLCR 1. 7
: COLOR10. 7: PRINT "a":
b" :
COLCR 10. 7: PRINT " C":
, 7: PRINT " d":
COLCR14. 0: LGZATE25. 51: PRINT USING "19"; MIN:
COLG?13. O: PRINT " minutes and ":
COLQ 14. 0: PRINT USING "00": S53:
C0‘-U?13. 0: PRINT " seconds left":
LEATE 1. HCOLER 1. 7
SEC=SEC-1: IFSEC<0THENSEC
IF MIN <= 0 AND SEC <= 0 THEN 690
RETLRN.





Pseudo Code for Main Program
N40 ASSIGN SCREEN BACKEUMD COLE




HID ASSIGN SZREEN BNJKC-a‘Rfl.NDCOLE
INTRO2.PIC" BY NEAVING METH®
MD ASSIE SCREEN BACKGREXJJDCOLE
DISPLAY PICTLRE "INTR03.PIC" BY NEAVING METHCD
RU‘! PRCIIRH4 "TITLE.EXE"
STNRT MAIN MEU LEG
DISPLAY HNIN MENUSCREE "MENU.PIC"
INPUT A VPRIIBLE FRO‘! KEYBOARD
IF INPUT VARIABLE EUUALS
IF INPUT VMIABLE EGJALS
INPUT VFRIABLE EGJALS
I-I ‘fl INPUT VARI$LE EGIJALS
)-l ‘'1 INPUT VMIELE EQJALS
5-1 "'1 INPUT VARI%LE EQIALS
v-4 1'! INPUT VARIABLE EQJALS
H '11 INPUT VNHFBLE EIIJALS
IF INPUT VARIABLE EQJALS
TO











DISPLAY MENU1 SCREEN "MENULPIC"
INPUT A VARIABLE FROM KEYBOARD
IF INPUT VARIABLE EQJALS TO 0 THEN
IF INPUT VARIABLE EQJALS TO 1 THE
IF INPUT VARIELE ECUALS TO 2 THEN
IF INPUT VFRI$LE EQJALS T0 3 THEN
IF INPUT VARIABLE EGJALS T0 4 THE
ED MENU1EDLESS LIP
STET MENU2LGP
DISPLAY MEU2 SCREE "l"|ENU2.PIC"









GOSLB TO LABEL EXEC_
GOTO MAIN MENU LGJP
GOSLB T0 LABEL SYPCN
GOSLB T0 L$EL SYPB
GUSLB T0 LABEL REPV
GOTD MEU4 LCIP
IF INPUT VN'\'I$LE EGJALS T0 0 THE GOT0 FEIN MEU LCIP
IF INPUT VQIELE EQJALS T0 1 THE GOSLB TO LABEL CO1
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IF INPUT VARIABLE EDUALS TD 2 THEN
IF INPUT VARIABLE EDUALS To 3 THEN
END MENU2 ENDLESS Lou>
sTART MENU: LDDP
DISPLAY HENU3 scREEN "MENU3.PIC"
INPUT A VARIABLE ERDM KEVBDARD
INPUT VARIABLE EuUALs TO 0 THENIF
IF INPUT VNRIABLE EIIJALS T0 1 THE!
D-I INPUT VARI%LE EUJALS T0 2
THEN
D-1
INPUT VPRIELE EQJALS TO 3
THEN
D-1
INPUT VARI%LE EGJALS TO 4
THEN
I-1 INPUT VARIABLE EGJALS T0 5
INPUT VMIABLE EGJALS TO 6 THEN
IF INPUT VARIABLE EaUALs To 7 THEN
END MENU3 ENDLEss LDDP
sTART MENU4 LDDP
DISPLAY MENU4 scREEN "MENU4.PIC"
INPUT A VARIABLE T-‘Ron KEYBOARD
I F INPUT VNRIABLE EGJALS T0 0 THEN
D-I F INPUT VARIABLE EGUALS TD 1 THEN
9-1 1'! INPU'T VARIABLE EGUALS T0 2 THEN
I-4 INPUT VARIABLE EQUALS TO 3 THEN
IF INPUT VARIABLE EEIJALS TD 4 THEN
5-4 F INPUT VARIABLE EQJALS TO S THEN
END MENU4 ENDLESS LCCP
START MENUS LCDP
DISPLAY MENUS SCREEN "MENU5.PIC"
INPUT A VARIABLE FREN KEYB'l'J%
I F INPUT VNRIABLE EISIJALS TO 0 THEN
IF INPUT V$IABLE EIIJALS TD 1 THEN
I-I INPUT VARIABLE ECUALS TO 2 THEN
D-1 "VI INPUT VI‘-RIABLE ECUALS TO 3 THEN
IF INPUT VNRI$LE EGJALS T0 4 THEN
IF INPUT VPRI$LE EGJALS TD 5 THEN
END MENUS BJDLESS LG)’
STMT MENU6 LEI?
DISPLAY MENU6 SCREEN "MENU6.PIC"
THEN’
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GDSLB T0 L$EL ELEC1
@TD MENU3LE’
GOTD VHIN MENU LU)’
GJSLB T0 LABEL FILT
GOSLB TO LABEL REGJ
GDSLB T0 LABEL GALBE
GOSLB T0 L$EL MB
GDSLB T0 L$EL SERV
$38 TD LABELABSOR
GOTD MENU4 LCDP
GOTD MAIN MENU LEO’
GOSLB TD LABEL PU22
GOSLB TD LABEL R032
GOSLB TO LABEL PR4?­
GDSUB TD LABEL ZPS22
GOTD MENUS LIIP
GOTD MAIN MENU LCIP
GOSLB TO LABEL CR
GOSKB TD LABEL AND
$51.8 TD LEEL IHAYF
GOSLB T0 LEEL TIME
GOTDMENL5 LE
mBn'AV~umuEHmnKBmnNm
IF INPUT VARIABLE EDUALS TO 0 THEN GOTO MAIN MENU LOOP
IF INPUT VARIABLE EOUALS To I THEN GOSUB TO LABEL SPIS
IF INPUT VARIBLE EOUALS TO 2 THEN GDSUB To LABEL DPIS
IF INPUT VARIABLE EHUHLS To 3 THEN GDSUB To LABEL VANE
IF INPUT VARIABLE EOUALS TO 4 THEN GOTO MENU7 LOOP
mDMawBBumEsLar
SnnTMmU7Lap
DISPLAY MENU7 SCREEN "MENU7.PIC" E
INHHAv~Am£ nunxemnmm
IF INPUT VARIABLE EDUALS TO 0 THEN GOTO MAIN MENU LOOP
IF INPUT VARIABLE EDUALS TD 1 THEN GDSUB TO LABEL CIRS
IF INPUT VARIABLE EOUALS TD 2 THEN GOSUB TO LABEL CID
IF INPUT VARIABLE EOUALS TO 3 THEN GOSUB TO LABEL CSPEE
IF INPUT VARIABLE EOUALS TO 4 THEN GOSUB TO LABEL CPRES
IF INPUT VARIABLE EOUALS TO 5 THEN GUSUB TO LABEL CTIME
IF INPUT VARIABLE EOUALS TO 6 THEN GOSUB TO LABEL COR
IF INPUT VARIABLE EOUALS TO 7 THEN GOSUB TO LABEL CAND
IF INPUT VARIABLE EOUALS TO B THEN GOSUB TO LABEL ExEC





DISPLAY FULL PICTURE "SCYL1.PIC” BY INSTANT METHOD
DISPLAY PART PICTURE "SCYL2.PIC" BY BLEND METHOD
DISPLAY PART PICTURE "SCYL1.PIC" BY BLEND METHOD
SHOU MESSAGE "ANYKEY.PIC" AND HAIT FOR A KEYBOARD RESPONSE
Rnum
uBa.uuS
DISPLAY FULL PICTURE "DCYL1.PIC" BY INSTANT METHOD
DISPLAY PART PICTURE "DCYL2.PIC" BY BLEND METHOD
DISPLAY PART PICTURE "DcYLI.PIC" BY BLEND METHOD
Snow MESSAGE "ANYKEY.PIC" AND HAIT FOR A KEYBOARD RESPONSE
Rnu
uBn.uPm









































PICTLRE "U3CYL2.PIC" BY BLEND METHOD
PICTLRE "ICYLLPIC" BY BLEND METHOD
"N|Y'KEY.PIC" NID WAIT FER A KEYEFRO RESPGBE
PICTLRE "VN{l’DTG?.PIC" BY INSTFNT METH®
"I-NY'KW.PIC" ANDWAIT FER A KBEJIR RESPWSE
PICTLRE "PISPDT$.PIC" BY INSTIWT METHG5
"Pl<|Y'KD‘.PIC" N40 WAIT Fw A KEYBOARDRESPCNSE
PICTLRE "SWIPDT%.PIC" BY INSTIWT METHCD
"N{YKEY.PIC" HID WAIT FOR A KEYEDARD RESPCNSE
PICTURE "B’22S1C.PIC" BY INSTANT METHG3
PICTLRE "B’Z2'S2C.PIC" BY BLEND METHCD
PICTLRE "B22S1C.PIC" BY BLEND METHCD
"N{YKEY.PIC" NID WAIT FOR A KEYBOARD RESPONSE
PICTLRE "RI32S1C.PIC" BY INSTANT METHED
PICTLRE "RI32'S2C.PIC" BY BLEND METHOD
PICTURE "RI32S1C.PIC" BY BLEND METHCD
"N4YKEY.PIC" AND WAIT FOR A KEYBOARD RESPONSE
PICTLRE "B3'2S1C.PIC" BY INSTANT METHOD
PICTURE "B32S2C.PIC" BY BLEND METH®
PICTURE "B37.S1C.F'IC" BY BLEND METHCD
"PNYKEY.PIC" AND WAIT FOR A KBBOARD RESPINSE
PICTLRE "P42P1.PIC" BY INSTFNT METHOD
PICTLRE "P42P2.PIC" BY BLEND METHOD
PICTLRE "P42P1.PIC" BY BLEND MFTHCD








































PICTLRE "RI42S1C.PIC" BY INSTNIT METHCD
"N4YKEY.PIC" AND WAIT FW A KEYfiIRD RE§CNSE
PICTLRE "RI42S1T1.PIC" BY BLEND METHOD
"N{YKW.PIC" FWD WAIT FER A KWBOFRD RESKNSE
PICTLRE "RI42S1C.PIC" BY BLEND METHOD
PICTLRE "RI42'S2'C.PIC" BY BLEND P1ETH®
PICTURE "RI42S1C.PIC" BY BLEND METH®
"H4YKEY.PIC" NID WAIT FOR A KBBD RESPCNSE
PICTLRE "P42S1.PIC" BY INSTANT HETHCD
PICTLRE "P42S2.PIC" BY BLEND PIETHCD
PICTLRE "P42'S1.PIC" BY BLEND I"IETH®
"N{YKEY.PIC" AND WAIT FW A KEYBOARD RESPCNSE
PICTLRE "P52P1.PIC" BY INSTANT HETHCD
PICTLRE "P52P2.PIC" BY BLEND METHOD
PICTLRE "P52P1.PIC" BY BLEND METHCD
"A‘lYKW.PIC" N40 WAIT FOR A KEYBOARDRESPONSE
PICTLRE "PSZPSLPIC" BY INSTIWT METHCD
PICTLRE "P52PS2.PIC" BY BLEND METHCD
PICTLRE "F’52F'S1.PIC" BY BLEND METHCD
"ANYKEY.PIC" MID WAIT FOR A KEYBOARD RESPGISE
PICTLRE "FILT.PIC" BY INSTANT METHCD
"A‘4YKEY.PIC" AND WAIT FOR A KEYBOARD RES-PCINSE
PICTLRE "REGJL1.PIC" BY INSTANT METHM)
PICTURE "REGUL2.PIC" BY BLEND ME’!-Iw
PICTLRE "REGUL1.PIC" BY BLEND HETHCD
"N4YKEY.PIC" AND WAIT FOR A KEYBDE RESPCNSE
PICTIRE "GAl1‘1E.PIC" BY INSTFNT METHCD







































PICTIRE "Ll.l3.PIC" BY INSTNiT MFTHII)
"I'-NYKBLPIC" HID WAIT FER A KEYBONRD RESPCNSE
PICTLRE "SERVICE.PIC" BY INST!‘-NT METHOD
"N4YKW.PIC" FWD WAIT FQ A KEYHDARDRESPENSE
PICTLRE "A%.PIC" BY INSTANTMETHCD
"N{YKEY.PIC" N<ID WAIT FOR A KEYBOFRD RESPCNSE
PICTURE "PISCO"I.PIC" BY INSTANT METHCD
"ANYKEY.PIC" FWD WAIT FOR A KEYHJARD RESPCNSE
PICTLRE "DSPISCCM.PIC" BY INSTNIT METHOD
"ANYKEY.PIC" AND WAIT FOR A KEYHDARD RESPGISE
PICTURE "VANCO“l.PIC" BY INSTPNT METH®
"A\lYKEY.PIC" AND WAIT FOR A KEYKIARD RESPINSE
PICTURE "BLCMER.PIC" BY INSTANT MFIHCD
"ANYKEY.PIC" AND WAIT FOR A KEYBOARD RESPCNSE
PICTURE "ELECIRLPIC" BY INSTNJT METHOD
PICTURE "ELECIR2.PIC" BY BLEND METHED
"PNYKEY.PIC" I‘-NDWAIT FOR A KEY$ARD RESPCNSE
PICTLRE "CIRSACLPIC" BY INSTANT METHCD
PICTIRE "CIRSAC2.PIC" BY BLEND P1ETH®
PICTIRE "CIRSAC1.PIC" BY BLEND METHCD
"1'-NYKB.PIC" AND WAIT FOR A KEYBOARD RESPCNSE
PICTlRE "CIRDACLPIC" BY INSTANT METHOD



















































"CIFlDNZ1.PIC" BY BLEND METHOD
F:IC" FWD WAIT F$ A KEYEV-"D RESPCIHSE
"CIR?-PEE1.PIC" BY INSTNJT METHOD
"CI$EE2.PIC" BY BLENDMETHCD
"CIRSPEELPIC" BY BLEND METHG)
"CIRSPEELPIC" BY BLEND METH®
PIC" FWD WAIT“FCR A KL-VH3%D RESPENSE
"CIRTIME.PIC" BY INSTANT HETHCD
PIC" AND WAIT F$ A KEYBOARDRESPGiSE
"CIRPRESLPIC" BY INSTANT METHED
PIC" A\|D WAIT FER A KEYBOARD RESPDISE
"CIRCRLPIC" BY INSTNIT METHIIJ
PIC" AND WAIT FOR A KEYBOARD RESPGISE
"CIRANDLPIC" BY INSTANT METHED
PIC" AND WAIT FER A KEYEUARD RESPONSE
"SYPDESILPIC" BY INSTFNT l‘|ETH®
"SYPDESI2.PIC" BY BLEND METHOD
"SYl'DESI1.PIC" BY BLENDHETH®
PIC" NID WAIT FER A KEYBDNRDRESPGISE
CLEAR THE SJQEEN IND ASSIGI SCREEN BACKGRCIND COL$
DISPLAY PART PICTURE "SYH1.PIC" av PUSH METHOD
SHGAI MESSHSE "A‘lYKEY.PIC" N40 WAIT I-‘CR A KEYBOARD RESPCNSE
CLE% THE SCREEN PND A§IGl SCREEN BACKGRGAID COLCR
B4
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o1sPLAv PARTPICTURE “svn2.P1c" av pusn neTHoo
snow nessnce "ANYKEY.P!C" Ano wA1T FOR A KevaoARo Response
cLeAR me scReen Ano Assmn scRea4 aAa<c.~RoUnoooLoR
oxsPLAv PART P1cTURe "svn:.P1c" av PUSH METHOD
snow nessAoe "AnvKev.Pxc" Ano wA1T FOR A xevaoARo Resptnse
cLeAR THE scReen Ano Assmn SCREEN aAcKGRoUno coLoR
o1sPLAv PART PICTURE "SYM4.PIC" av PUSH METHOD
snow MESSAGE "ANYKEY.PIC" Ano wAIT FOR A KevaoARo RESPONSE
cLeAR THE scReen Ano Assmn scReen'aAoKaRoUno coLoR
oIsPLAv PART PICTURE "SYH5.PIC" av PUSH METHOD
snow nessnoe "AnwKev.Pxc" Ana UAIT FOR A KevaoARo Response
‘CLEARTHE scReen Ana Assxon scReen aAcKcRoUno coLoR
o1spLAv PART PICTURE "SYM6.PIC" av pusn METHOD
snow MESSAGE"AnvKev.p1E" Ana RAIT FOR A KevaoARo Response
cLeAR THE scReen Ano ASSIGN scReen aAcKoRoUno coLoR
o1spLAv PART PICTURE "SYM7.PIC" av PUSH METHOD
snow MESSAGE"AnvKev.PIc" Ano WAIT FOR A xevaoARo Response
cLeAR THE scReen Ano ASSIGN scReen BCKGRUUNDcoLoR
o1sPLAv PART PICTURE "svms.pzc" av PUSH METHOD
snow nessAoe "ANYKEY.PIC" Ano wAIT FOR A KevaoARo RESPONSE
USELRHN
DISPLAY FULL PICTURE "REPVALVE.PIC" av 1nsTAnT METHOD
snow MESSAGE"AnvKev.P1c" Ana wA1T PoR A KEYBOARDResponse
Rnu
UBELCR
ozspLAv FULLP1cTURe "oRoATe1.P1c" av InsTAnT neTnoo
DIsPLAv PART PICTURE "URGATE2.PIC” av BLEND METHOD
DISPLAY PART PICTURE "oRoATe3.P1c" av BLEND METHOD
snow nessnce “AnvKev.P1c" Ano UAIT FORA KevaoARo Response
Rmum
uem.~m
o1sPLAv FULL PICTURE "AnooATe1.pxc" av 1nsTAnT neTHoo
DISPLAY PART PICTURE "ANDGATE2.PIC" av aLeno METHOD
o1sPLAv PART PICTURE "AnoGATe3.p1c" av BLEND METHOD
DISPLAY PART PICTURE ”ANDGATE2.PIC" av BLEND METHOD
o1spLAv FULL PICTURE "AnoGATe1.pTc" av InsTAnT METHOD





DISPLAY FULL PICTURE "ONEwAY1C.PIC“ BY INSTANT METHOD
DISPLAY PART PICTURE "ONEwAY2C.PIC" BY BLEND METHOD
DISPLAY PART PICTURE "ONEwAY1C.PIC" BY BLEND METHOD
SHOW MESSAGE "ANYKEY.PIC" AND WAIT FOR A KEYBOAD RESPONSE
Rnum
LABEL TIME
DISPLAY FULL PICTURE "TIMEDE1.PIc? BY INSTANT METHOD
DISPLAY PART PICTURE "TIMEDE2.PIC" BY BLEND METHOD
DISPLAY PART PICTURE "TIMEDE1.PIc" BY BLEND METHOD
snow MESSAGE "ANYKEY.PIc" AND wAIT FOR A KEYBOARD RESPONSE
Rnum
END TNEPROCRAM
Pseudo Code for Student Registration Program
CLEAR THE SCREEN
ASSIGN SCREEN PIE
ASSIGI SCREEN EWCKGROUND COLOR
PRINT TITLE HINDON
PRINT STUDENT INPUT WINDCM
PRINT "INTRU3l£TICN TD PNEUMATICS" 01 TITLE WINDON
PRINT "STUDENT IDENTIFICATION INPUT" G4 STLDENT INPUT WINDCM
ASSIGN INTERNAL DATE AND TIME TO VARIABLES Q
PRINT DATE VARIABLE EN STLDENT INPUT WINDOW
PRINT TIME VARIABLE EN STLDENT INPUT IAIINDOAI
LABEL 1
PRINT STLDENT NNTIE G4 STLDENT INPUT NINDGAI
PRINT STUDENT ID NO. CN STLDENT INPUT NINflU
PRINT STUDENT YEW EN STLDDIT INPUT WINDCM
PRINT CLASS 04 STLDENT INPUT Wlflfinl
INPUT STLDENT NFNE FTUJ1 KEYBOND
CUMT NN‘1ECH%ACTERS AND ASSIGI TO A VN?I$LE
IF NPME CHN'\'FIZTER'S FIRE THN{ 29 THEN GDSLB T0 LABEL 3 I‘-ND GOTO LABEL 1
L%EL 2
INPUT STLDENT ID NO. FROM KEYBOARD
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IF ID NO LESS THNJ I Q P@E THR4 10000 THEN GOSIB TO L$EL 4 AND GOTO U-BEL 2
INPUT STLDDIT YE$ FRIJ1 KEY%o‘-UH)
INPUT STLDB4T CLASS HE1 KEY%FR3
(PEN nnnoa-1 NZCESS FILE "SCH"-?E.%T"
KRITE STl.DENT'S NNIE. ID NO.. YEQ. CLASS. DATE. TIME TO FILE "SC(J?E.DAT"
CLOSE FILE "SCU?E.DAT"
CLEM THE SJREEN
U°EN RQ{HJ’1$CE$ FILE "TE?‘P.DAT"












Pseudo Code for Evalqation Program
ASSIGN SCREEN PWE
ASSIGN SCREEN BACKGROLMD COLOR
CLEAR THE SCREEN
ASSIGN ARRAYVARIFBLES RIGHT(10). WRONG(10)
ASSIGN V$I%LES MIN. SEC. 50. ND.
SET INTEHIAL TIMER MID ASSIGN TO T12$
0% INTERNAL TIMER ADVNiCE 1 SECCND THEN GOSLB TO L%EL TIMER
PRINT TITLE HINCIJIJ
PRINT GIJESTIQ4 NINE!
PRINT "SELF-TEST PEN? EN TITLE HINIIIAI
PRINT "CIJESTID4" G4 GJESTICN NINE!
PRINT "ME$S$E" W GJESTIEN HINIIJN
PRINT "53? EN QJESTICNUINUJ4




IF VARIABLE T EBUALS TO 1 THEN RESTORE DATA1
IF VARIABLE T EOUALS TO 2 THEN RESTORE DATA2
IF VARIABLE T EOUALS TO 3 THEN RESTORE OATA3
IF VARIABLE T EOUALS TO 4 THEN RESTORE DATA4
IF VARIABLE T EOUALS TO 5 THEN RESTORE DATA5
IF VARIABLE T EOUALS TO 6 THEN RESTORE DATA6
IF VARIABLE T EOUALS TO 7 THEN RESTORE DATA7
IF VARIABLE T EOUALS TO B THEN RESTORE OATAB
IF VARIABLE T EOUALS TO 9 THEN RESTORE DATA9
IF VARIABLE T EOUALS TO 10 THEN RESTORE DATA1o
l&BTOLMEL9IRE
FOR LO = 1 TO 10
RBDIN
PRINT OUESTION ITEM
ON OU GOSUB TO LABEL O1. O2. O3, O4, O5. 06. O7. OB. O9. 010
NEXT LO
UPEN*RANDOMFILE "TEP.OAT”
GET ID NUMBER FROM FILE "TEMP.OAT"





ASSIGN SCREEN BACKGDUND COLOR
HNT"anRERaxRr
PRINT "NAME" PND NAME VARIABLE
PRINT "ID NO." AND ID VARIABLE
PRINT "VEAR" AND YEAR VARIABLE
PRINT "CLASS" AND OLASS VARIABLE
PRINT "DATE OF STUDYING" AND DATE VARIABLE1
PRINT "STARTING TIME" AND TIME VARIABLE1
PRINT "DATE OF TESTING" AND DATE VARIABLE2
PRINT "STARTING TIME" AND TIME VARIABLE2
PRINT "TIME SPENT FOR STUDYING"
OALCULATE TIME SPENT FOR STUDYING
PRINT CHLCULf|TED RESULT
BB
CALCULATE TIME SPENT FOR TESTING
PRINT "TIME SPDIT F$'TESTING
PRINT CALCULATED RESULT
PRINT "ITEM" . "RIG1T" . "hRCNG"
PG I = 1 TO 10






ND AVm%E RESULT TO FILE "SCCRE.DAT"







ASSIGN RIc.HT ANswER To A VARIABLE
ASBIGN mme ANswERs T0 VARIABLES





ASSIGN RIGHT ANEMER To A VARIABLE
Assxm «Rom: ANswERs To VARIABLES
aosua To LABEL MESSAGE
ausua TO LABEL cu~PARE
LABEL 03
PRINT auEsTIoN oNE
ASSIGN RIG-1T ANswER To A VARIABLE
AssIaN moNG ANswERs To VARIABLES
GosuB To LABEL MESSAGE
Gosua To LABEL conPARE
LABEL Q4
PRINTaussnou me
Assmn man mam-:R 1o“A vAm¢eLE
Assnsn mono Answms TO vAR1AaLEs
aosue T0 LABEL MESSAGE
Gosua TO LABEL corPAnE
LABEL as
PRINTauesncu mE
ASSIGN RIGHT Answen TO A VARIABLE
Assxm Hams Answens T0 VARIABLES"
GJSB TO LEEL l'1&AGE
GUSLB T0 LABEL CUPME
LABEL %
PRINT GJESTIG4 (NE
ASSIGN RIGIT FNSNER TO A VARIABLE
ASSIGN KRUIG I-NSWERS TD VARIABLES
GOSLF T0 LEEL MESSAGE
GOSLB TO L%EL l33‘PN?E
LABEL 07
PRINT GUESTIOd ENE
ASSIGN RIGHT ANSWER TO A VARIABLE
ASSIGN IARCNGNISHERS TO VARIABLES
GOSUB T0 LABEL MESSAGE
GOSLB T0 LABEL COPPARE
L$EL CV3
PRINT GJESTION ONE
ASSIGN RIGHT NISWER TO A VARIABLE
ASSIGN BRCNG ANSAlB?S T0 VARIABLES
GOSlB TO LABEL MESSAGE
GOSIB T0 IEEL CUPME
LABEL 09
PRINT QJESTIGI WE
ASSIW RIG1T ANSWERTO A VN?I$LE
ASSIGi MING NISHER5 TO VARIELES
GOSIB TO UBEL HESSNSE




ASSIGI RIG-IT N{SWER TO A VH?I$LE
ASSIGNH?lJiG MSNK TO VEIELES




GENERATE A H¥4U]’1 NUBER FCR MESSAGE SELECTIGJ
ASSIG4 0 TO W‘-RI$LE N
A$IGN THE RNIED1 NUBER TO V%IAB'LE GA
L$EL INKEY
ASSIGI INKEYS TO KS
IF KS = RIG‘|T #15143? THEN GOSlB T0 LABEL RIGHT
IF KS = H-"(ENGFNSWERS THEN GOSLB T0 LABEL NRCNG
IF KS <> NULL STRING THEN %T0 LABEL INKEY
LABEL RIGHT
EN GA GOSLB T0 LABEL M1. M2. M3, M4. M5. M6
PRINT RIGHT ANSWER MESSAGE
GOSLB T0 LPBEL SCCRE .






EN QA GJSLB LABEL H7. H8. M9. M10. M11. M12
PRINT kRO4G MSNER MESSAGE
GOSLB TO LABEL SC$E








































































































Fig. 3 Introduction screen 3





Fig. 4 Introduction screen 4
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I mnonucnonT0mznams I I
N% IlarisParnchinda I
ld1w.. I H31 I
32%.}. L? I
Class - I Nautical I
Fig. 5 Student identification screen
H INTRODUCTION TO PNEUMATICIS
1 - Symboldesignation
2 - Air Conpresaor
3 - Air Service Elanents
4 - Pneumatic Ualua:
5 - Signal Elements
6 - Um-king Element:
7 - Pnaunatlc Ch-cults
B - Self-Evaluation Test
leuuauuuhau-tuuuuut-ma Mala
Fig. 6 Main menu screen
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1 INTRODUCTION TO PNEUMATICS
1 - Syn-Ibo!Construction
2 - Pneumatic Symbols
3 - Symbolrepresentation
3auuuuamutuuluut*ina halo
Fig. 7 Sub menu screen 1
' INTRODUCTION TO PNEUMATICS |
CHRPTER 2 AIR COMPRESSOR
1 - 1'ype of Mr Compressor
2 - Electric Control Circult
inauuuhe luulaiiba halo




CHOPTER 3 RIF SERUICI ELEHEHTS
1 - Mr filter
2 - Preesure Regulator
3 - Pressure Gauge
1 - Oil Lubricatur
5 - Service Unit
absorption Dryer
3auuauunuun-unuuhultmammnu
Fig. 9 Sub menu screen 3
H INTRODUCTION TO PNEUMATIOS
?{ CHRPTEH4 PNEUHQTICUHLUES r——
1 - 2/2 Day Unlue
Z - 3/2 Uay Ualue
3 " -I/2 Uay Ualue
4 — 5/2 Inlay Ualue
Nauuumwntuutauttkuhuuln
Fig. 10 Sub menu screen 4
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H INTRODUCTION TO PNEUMATIOS
CHQPTBH 5 SIGNAL ZLEHEITS
1 - Shuttle Ualve
2 - fun Pressure Unlue
3 - Throttle Ualue
fine Delay Ualuo
uunuuuuu» lunula.u\'iD.ahalo
Fig. 11 Sub menu screen 5
INTRODUCTION TO PNEUMATIOS
CHAPTER 6 UORKING ELEHENTS
1 - Slngle-Acting Cylinder
2 - Double-acting Cylinders
3 - Pneumatic Haters
39:» Anah» "laaalssi ‘in:"tail:
Fig. 12 Sub menu screen 6
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NINTRODUCTION TO PNEUMATICS |
Cl-iflPTI'-Ill 7 CONTROL CIRCUITS
- Single-ficting Circuit
- Double-acting Circuit
- Speed Control Circuit
Pressure Control Circuit






Fig. 13 Sub menu screen 7
Cr“osS Section I 3/2 [HAYVALVE I
BESIC DYIIIDIE
2/2-soy directional control value.
normally closed. activated by a
push button. reset by spring.
the characteristic feature oi‘
this value is the ball which is held
against the tapered hole by
spring pressure. Thecompressed
air acts against the ball to give
extra sealing force.
Uhenpush button is pressed. then
ball is pushed doenuerds nahing
the connection betueen P and 0.
The compressed air uhich is not:
applied at the hell can then flou
through port 0 until the push
button is released. the con­
Symbc” pressed air then stops fleeing.





c: :9 Basic Drlnclple
3/2-nay directional value.acti­
vated by push button. reset by
spring. Theconstruction of ball
ch seat valves is very simple, andthey are inexpensive and cospact
in size.
Thespring forces the ball
against the valve seat. preven­
ting the cospressed air to flow
from P to R but exhaust air Iron
C: A can flour to R. Uhen the pushbutton is pushed dounuards, then
Risclosedbecausepushbutton
5 b I la forced against the ball. theym 0 air from P lsnedlatlg floss to R
A until the push button is re­
leased. the hall is forced back
to its initial position by the
P R expansion oi‘ the spring.
‘U
Fig. 15 3/2-way directional control valve 1
| 3/2 l.I.lAYvA|_vE_|Cross Section
Basic Drlnclple
Theactuating force required for
directly controlled popet values
rises rapidly ulth the uorhing
pressure.
lt is possible to reduce the act­
uating force by precircuiting
3/2-say values oi‘ small nosinal
width. Uhenoperated, the snail
pilot value opens the path from
P to the actuating piston dia­
phragn. This closes 0 against ll
and lifts the control piston off
its seat. P is connected to 9.
Symbol Theactuating force on the
A roller lever is 1.8 II (180 g) for
a sorking pressure of GOD|¢Pa
(6 bar).
P E
Fig. 16 3/2-way directional control valve 2
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Cross Section L/E IBAYVALVE I
B U R ‘B A1] Basic Drinciple
1/2-uay control valve
activated by coepreaeed
/ . ersal of the epool/flat­
I
2
air at both sides. Rev­
allde valve is achieved
via control ports Z and
Y.The uorking line: 9
. l ; and IIare connected tou the exhaust line I!
through an additional
slide valve. Apressure
pulse at the control
port Yor Z is sufficient
SVmb°' to reverse the valve.ll‘
A B the control line: are
Z 3' exhausted ol‘ the air
then the valve remains
P R in its last position.




valve activated by compressed ‘
air and reset by spring. In
normal position oonpressed
air {loan from inlet P to out­
let 9, adversely exhaust air
fromoutlet: 3 is directed to
exhaust port ll. Uhenpree­
eure is applied at port 2,
two piston diaphragns are
Cr"oBS Section pusheddownwardsto close
3 against 1!and P against ii.
This causes the float oi‘ air
afl.-UU >3mu
Symbo| from I’ turn: fro: Ato Band
A B the exhaust air {roe A to II.
Z
P B
Fig. 18 4/2-way directional control valve 2
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Cross Section I 4/2 “JAYVALVE I
To avoid a high actuating
lorce. mechanically con­
trolled directional valves
are also equipped uith
pilot valves. The valve
actuating force is often
the determining factor in
applications.
.5~.2=s:_\\\w.\\\“““‘-I-‘
A small hole connects the
pressure connection P
and pilot value. If the
roller lever is activated.
the pilot valve opens.
>3N
Symbol The compressed air flows
A B to the diaphragm and
moves the valve disc
' downwards.
P R
Fig. 19 4/2-way directional control valve 3
Cross Section I 5/2 mAYVALVE I
% A1) B 0 Basic DrincipleUnis is a valve that uorhs on
the suspended disc principle.
Thai value is euitched over by
compressed air from alternate
sides and retains its Innuen­
targ position until receiving‘
a counter-inpulse. Uhencon­
pressed air is applied. the
pilot spool is shifted. Adisc
21]‘ R P {T S 3 Y uith asealing ring is in the
centre oi‘ the pilot spool and
connects or separate: the
uorlilng line Aor B uith the
supply connection I’. The ex­
A B Y haust air flous through l or S.
Auniversal flange plate en­
ables the individual nodules
P S to be exchanged quickly.
Fig. 20 5/2-way directional control valve 1
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I 5/2 IIIAYVALVE |
CPOSBSection
A U» B:9 ///[/l r///1i’////
Z Y Symbol




the longitudinal slide value uses a pilot spool as control eonponent to
connect or seperate the corresponding lines by Iieans of longitudinal
souesents. Therequired force is lower because there are no opposing
forces due to compressed air or a spring. fill for-Is of actuation can be
used ulth longitudinal slide values. i.c. manual.mechanical, electrical.
or pneunatlc.









The compress air flows via bore into the housing on the
piston side (Single sided pressurisation). The pressure which builds
up produces a force F on this piston surface. The piston and piston
rod are thus set in motion(advance movement). when the piston has
travelled out to the lull extent, the pressure builds up util it reaches
the full working pressure. when the pressure has fallen off, the built-in
compression spring pushes the piston back into the initial position.





Cylinder with end position cushioning
if large nasees are sound by a cylinder. s cushioning is used in the end
position to prevent hard inpact and damage.Before reaching the end
positon. a cushioningpiston interupts the direct flowpath of air to the
outside. Theconpressed air is compressed at the final portion of the
cylinder. Thepressure accumulated is relieved through the throttle
return valves. Thepiston noves slouly into its end position.




Theforce exerted by the conpressed air noves the piston in a double­
scting cylinder in too directions. It is used particularly uhen the
piston is required to perforn a uorh function not noly the advance
novenent but also on the return oovenent. in princeple. the stroke
length of the cylinder ie uniioited. although bending of the extended
piston rod oust be allotted for. Here too. sealing is by neans of sealing
rise and pistons or diaphragns.
Fig. 24 Double-acting cylinder
Appendix III
N SHUTTLE VALVE I
A 9 Basic Drlnclple
L: This valve is also ealied
double control valve or
double check valve. This
valve has tun inlets Xand
Vand one outlet 9. If the
eonpressed air is applied
to inlet X. the ball seals
X Y of!’ inlet 9 and the air
, flows from X to A. filter­
/ é natively,theair flossfroa Yto 9 and inlet Xis
Cross Sectlon closed.Uhenthe air flow
is reversed. i.e. a cylinder
SVmb°' or valueis exhausted. the
A ball reaains in its pre­
viously assuned position
because of the pressure
X Y condition. This value is
also called an Oilvalve.
Fig. 25 Shuttle valve or ORlogic valve
I Tlii0-PRESSURE VALVE I
Thetun-pressure valve
has two inlets Xand Vand
one outlet H.Compressed
air flous through only if
signals are applied to
both inlets. Oneinput sig­
nal to Xor 5' blocks the
Y flou because oi‘ the force
different across the
spool. if the input signals
are not applied at the
saae than to both sides,
the signal shieh is last
applied passes to the




A pressure. the larger of
the twopressure closes
x H Y thevalveandthesmallerair pressure is trans­
fered to outlet 9.







I THROTTLE VALVE I
Baslc Drlnclple
One-uay flou control valves
permit the compressed air
to flout in one direction
through the adjustable
cross-section only.at the
taper seating ol‘the ad­
Justeent screu. The float
cross-section can be
varied from 0 up to nominal
uidth oi‘ the valve. The dia­
phrage lifted off its seat
in the opposite direction
thus allowingthe air to
flov freely.
The valve is also knoun as
speed regulating valve and
is used for speed regula­
tion of the pneumatic cyl­
cylinders.






Fig. 28 Time delay valve
I TIME DELAY VALVE I
Basic Drinciple
The tine delay valve consists
oi‘an air-operated 3/2-uay
valve, a onevay flow control
valve and an air reservoir.
Control air flous free 2
through the variable fluid
control value into the re­
servoir in vhich pressure
is built up. This acts on the
actuating piston. iihen the
pressure in the reservoir
has reached a particular
level. the actuating piston
is forced dovnvards. This
in turn opens P to R and
Block: R against R. In cases
vhere the start signal 2
should take effect after a
certain period of tine.
Appendix III
Cross section | ABSORPTIONDRYER |
Theabsorption process is
based on physical procedure.
Thedrying agent consists of
Silicon dioxide. The moist con­
preeeed air is passed through
the gel bed. The drying agent
then force a conpound uith
the moisture in the air.
Thestorage capability of gel
has natural linltations.
If the drying agent is satu­
rated, it is regenerated by
blouinguara air through the
saturated gel bed and it ab­
sorbs the aolsture contained
Symbol in the drying agent. fly con­
necting tuo plants in parallel.
one plant can be working while
the other is being bloun by
turn air.
Fig. 29 Absoption dryer
N AIR FILTER I
The air filter removes im­
purities and in particular
water condensation from
the compressed air. The
compressed air is delivered
by a guide wane and put
into rapid rotary motion.
The heavier dirt particles
and water droplets are then
accelerated outwards by
centrifugal force to the
filter walls where they are
deposited. The condensation
accumulates in the lower
part of the filter. Smaller
particles are retained by
the filter cartridge through
which compressed air is
obliged to pass when flowing
to the user unit. The filter
cartridge must be cleaned
at regular intervals.





redueee e hlgh input preeeure
downto 0.lower output pree­
Iure. Thisoutput pressure
can be adjusted and le unin­
talned almost constant. The
force exerted by the die­
phregn sprlng is altered ulth
the setting eereu. Thedie­
phregn overcomesthe effect
of the plunger spring and
llfte the plungeroff its seat.
Theplunger thus closes the
vent hole. H‘the pressure on
r_ the output rises above the
I set value then dlsphl-can
L eoues dounuerde and the pres­
sure supply ls out off.
Fig. 31 Pressure regulator
Chose 5E,Ct.c,n I PRESSURE GAUGEI
The pressure measuring
instrument(pressure guage>




- Lever or system of
levers





The compressed air enters
the pressure gauge through
P. The pressure in bourdon
tube causes it to tend to
straighten. This motion is
transmitted to the pointer
which can be read off.




The compressed air flouing
through lubricator is mixed
uith a fine oil oist. In this
:> any the movingcomponents of
the pneumatic eleoonts are
supplied uith lubricant and
the friction and sear are
reduced. Theair Nous through
the lubrlcator as in orrou
direction. The checlx valve
closes the passage whenthere
is no air flou. Thereduction
of the cross-section oi‘the
flow path causes a drop in
5Ymb°' pressure. Theoil is feeded up
through the pipe to the drip
chamber. The oil droplets nou
are atooized and are carried
to the pneumatic components.
Fig. 33 Pressure lubricator
Cross Section SERVICEUN”.
Basic Drinciple
Theservice unit consists of
an air filter, pressure rogu­
lator uith pressure gauge
and a luhrlcator. For this
service unit.the air filter
and regulator are not as­
semhled to one component.
The compressed air flous
through the air filter. uhere
it is cleansed, to the pres­
sure regulator. Passing from
the pressure regulator
uhich maintains the pressure ‘
at a constant value, the
Slmpllflad compressedair reaches the
symboi r‘fi. compressedair lubricator.
attention must he paid toI
the {loo direction and vertical alignment.
Symbol









Directional control valves control the paths of the compressed air
to the devices. Symbol on the right hand side is used to represent
valves in circuit diagrams. Each control position is shown as a
square. The direction of flow is shown in the square by means of
arrow. Shut-off point is designated by cross-lines within the square.
The ports are shown on the square which indicates the normal
position. The ports are indicated by the capital letters in this case
A is working and cylinder supply line and P is compressed air port.
Fig. 35 Symbols designation
l REPRESENTATION OF VALVES I
Symbols are used for representing valves in circuit diagrams. These
symbols specify only the function of the valve, and do not indicate
the design principle on which it is constructed.
Valve switching positions are represented as squares.
The number of adjacent squares shows how many
switching positions the valve has. The function and
working principle is drawn inside the squares.
Lines indicate flow paths, Arrows show the direction
of flow.
Shut-off positions are indentified in the squares by
lines drawn at right angles.
The connections(inlet and outlet) are shown by lines
drawn on the outside of the square representing the
normal position as well as number of ports.
The.other position is obtained by shifting the squares
until the (low paths correspond to the connections.






notor is driven by the





required. The power oi‘
the sotors depends on
input pressure; nunber
oi‘pistons, piston area.
stroke and piston speed
This type oi‘ eotor is
available for clockwise
or anticlockwise rote­
tlon. The naxinun speed
is around 5000 rpe. The
pouer range is about
1.5-1‘) Hi.
Fig. 37 Piston-type motor
| VANE-TYPE MOTOR I
CPOBBSection Basic Drlnclple
Because of their simpleconstruc­
tion and the loo weight. pneumatic
motors are usually built as ro­
tary nachlnes with vanes. Anec­
centric rotor is contained in
bearings in a cylindrical chaeber.
Slots are arranged in the rotor.
The vanes are guided in the slots
oi‘ the rotor and forced outwards
against the inner uall oi‘the’
cylinder by centrifugal force.
Thisensures that the chaeber is
sealed. Seal] awount of air causes
the vanes to partially press
against the inner cylinder wall
evenbefore the eotor starts to
noue. The rotor speed is between
3000 and 0500 rpe.. Pouer range
Svmbol is 0.1 —17 Ml.






It is a positive-dlaplaceeent
conpressor that the pressure
continues increasing upon the
sorhing revolutions. Theroots
blouer consists of tworotors.
one is driven by the external
actor and the other is rotated
by neans of gears attached to
both rotors. Theouter surface
v ofthetoorotorsarealmostat all tlne in c nt ct. this
creates a seallny effects
Symbol betseen the inlet and the out­let. Uhenrotor: are turnlng.
air trapped betueen the rotors
and chasher is taken from the
inlet to the outlet and the
pressure is thus built up.
Fig. 39 Roots blower
| SIIJIVEL-TYPE MOTOR |
CFOEIB'5BCti°r'I Baslc Drlnclple
This type of notor is also
hnoun as rotary vane cylinder.
Asuith the rotary cylinder,
the rotary uane cylinder has
a limited angle of rotation.
The angle of rotation I: seldom
® greater than 300degrees.Thesealing creates difficul­
ties; and the diameter or the
uidth often persits onlyssall
torques. this kind of cylinder
I l is seldomused in Pneumatics.but is frequently encount­
1]’U, ered in Hydraulics.
1:}
Symbol
Fig. 40 Swivel motor
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NCIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF AIR COMPRESSOR I
MAIN CIRCUITon
2'-3'0”
CONTROL CIRCUIT Baslc Drlnclple
Thecircuit is divided into
two parts - nein circuit
and control circuit. The
oeln circuit consists of
ssin l‘uses(F1).eontactor
(N1). ouerlood relsy(PZ-I),
and 3 phase notor. The
control circuit consists






Fig. 41 Basic electrical control circuit of compressor
-4
\




pressor is. at the present
tine. the nest uidely used
compressor. It can be used not
only for compressing to low
and nediun pressures. but also
to high pressure. Thepressure
range extends from approx.
100 hi’: (1 bar/11.5 psi) up to
several thousand hPs(bar/psi).
Uhenthe piston noues donn­
uerds. the air is drawninto
the cylinder through the
inlet check oslue until the
piston eoues to the botton.
Uhenthe piston noues upusrds.
the air is compressed and
pumpedthrough the outlet to
store in the air reservoir.







to higher pressure. The
drasn-in air is coepressed
by the first piston. cooled.
and then conpressed fur­
ther by the next piston.
The volume of the second
conpresslon chasher is
smaller in terns of con­
pression ratio. Heat arises
during compression and this




air-cooled designs and also
as uater-cooled designs.
Croaa Section





rotor rotates in a cylin­
drical housing having inlet
and outlet slots. Theadvan­
tages oi‘ this compressor are
its cospact dimensions, and
also Its quiet running and
smooth steady air delivery.
Sliding vanes are contained
in slots in the rotor and
forn chambers uith the
cylindrical wall. Uhenrot­
ating, the centrifugal energy
forces the vanes against
uall, and mains to the shape
of the chambers are in­
creased or reduced in size.
Fig. 44 Vane-type compressor
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CONTROL CIRCUIT OF SINGLE-ACTING CYLINDER J
[IR
0
Fig. 45 Basic control circuit of single-acting cylinder
I CONTROL CIRCUIT OF DOUBLE—ACTING CYLINDER I
Fig. 46 Basic control circuit of double acting cylinder
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Fig. 47 Basic control circuit of shuttle valve
LAND-GATE CIRCUIT I
Fig. 48 Basic control circuit of two-pressure valve
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U PRESSURE CONTFIOL CIRCUIT I
Fig. 49 Basic control circuit of sequence valve







P R P gk
HKDIF
Fig. 50 Basic control circuit of piston speed
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Fig. 53 Pneumatic symbols 2
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Fig. 55 Pneumatic symbols 4
AIBZ Y an-~~«n---u---~¥|"*3\ u’
RPS
A 3
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air -ltltanwith auhuuanua alraln
Fig. 57 Pneumatic symbols 6
® #1!-iassur-aman




z ‘Inga Ikalaw ‘anion
P a




x Y g_».‘gua us
flraaaura ailhuarua ‘circa
Fig. 59 Pneumatic symbols 8
I SELF-EUFILLI-‘IIION TEST PHIJGRWI I
IIIEST ION
#
1 > Hhat Is the purpose of cushloned end double
autilly cylinder?
a) to reduce the impact betueen piston and cover.
b) to ruiuce the noise of exhausted air.
c) to reduce the speed of the piston.
d) to reduce friction between piston and cgllndesr.
Press a. b. C or d to nnsuer Youget 8 {run 8
Fig. 60 Self-evaluation test screen 1
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I SELF-EUHILHIIOH TEST PBOGHII I
unzsnnuf






Press a. b. I: or cl to nnsuer 900 Oct 1 "'0" 1
Fig. 61 Self-evaluation test screen 2
I SELF-EUHIJIII [UN TEST PRIJGIBMI I
WESTIDH
#
3 > lihy does a plloted value no longer function ulth
a uux-hingpressure of 1.5 bar or 21.75 psi?
a) The pressure drop in the plp-eline is too large.
In The guide sleeue does not seal because actlng
form: is too luu.
c) The seuice unit does not transnit such lou
working pressure.
(1) The force due to the uurkiruy pressure is not
sufficient to extend the unlue plunger.
"‘”"°*‘ —‘ 2‘.E.l—
l'ress a. b. c or d to answer Youget 1 {rm 2
-Fig. 62 Self-evaluation test screen 3
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' SELl''-EUfl.LlhIl0lI TEST PRDGRMI J
fl.I'E31'ilIIflf
1 > Uhat is the purpose of tuo—pressure value?
a) It is to trigger flu: function of a device ulcn
actuating two buttons at the sane tine.
iuo pneumatic devices are to be supplied with
pressure at the sure: tine.
It is to enable ‘(it actuation ol‘ a device from
tuo points at the sane tine.
d) It is to enable operation uith tun pressures.
D‘ 9
H \.r
T HESSHSE —j SCORE
Press a. b. c or d to ansuer 'tou get 2 from 3
Fig. 63 Self-evaluation test screen 4
I SELI’-EU!‘-'ILLliIIDH I_ES1' PBDGH‘-I1 I
QJESTIDN I
5 > Ilhat is the purpose of the shuttle value?
it should allow reversal nouenent oi‘ the piston.
It should allow alternate exhausting.
H. sltuld allow a device to be operated fron tun
different points.




Very good! Vou‘re genius. rou get 3 {ma 5
Fig. 64 Self-evaluation test screen 5
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I szLr-zuruunnon rzsr rnuannn I
EET
6 '2 Uhere should the service unlt be arranged In the
pneumatic systen?
a) lmwietelg in front of each uorklng elenent
b) in-Iadiutelg after the air cu-Ipresslr
c) lvnediatelg in front of each pneunetlc sgsten
d) nnyuhere in the pneumatic sgsten
HESSRGE 6- SCORE
Congratulation! You're right. fan get 1 Iron 0
65 Self-evaluation test screen 6
l SELF-EUHIJIIIIDH TEST PflE|Gfl¥1 |
IIIEST [OH
#
7 > Iihlch eonponent part of the pressure guage converts
the pr|:ssun: tu he ncasumd ‘Lu:1 run-z:ncnL?
a) tube spring or bourdon tube
b) Lever
c) Painter
(1) Gear rack segnent and pinion
HESSRGE —: my
Press a. b. c or d to answer fan get 1 {ran 5
66 Self-evaluation test screen 7
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I SELF-EURILHIIDH TEST PHDGIPI1 I
IIIESTIDI1fi
8 > llhnt Is the purpose of the lubrlcator?
n) to clean the air by means of oil mist
b) to conblne enter with oll in order to extract
water {run the air
c) to enrich the air with oil list in order to
lubricate the nouing parts
d) to trap particles of dirt by the oil nist and
colluzt then in th: bowl of the lubricator
HESSIHGE ———— SCORE
Great! That‘: correct. Youget 5 Iron U
Fig. 67 Self-evaluation test screen 8
I SELF-EURIJBIIDH TEST PHUGIVI1 I
[NEST ION
fi






Press 0.. b. c or d to ansler you get 5 {run 5
Fig. 68 Se1f—eva1uation test screen 9
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Appendix III
SELF-EURIIHIIDH TEST PRDGIW1 I
V
mzsnnnf





8-8 IIESSHGE ——": SCORE
You get 5 fron 18that ‘s not correct
Fig. 69 Se1f—eva1uation test screen 10
Fig.
Han: : Nu-ls Pnrnchintla Id no. : 8815
Year 2 1/1 Class : Nautical
Date of studying : 83-19-1992 Stortirg tire : 88:19:58
Date of Testing : 83-19-1992 Starting time : 88:31:18
Tine spent for studying : 8 haul-(s) 11 Iinutcts) 12 secondts)
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